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International Institute for Restorative Practices Self-Study Design 

As the International Institute for Restorative Practices (the IIRP) commences its Self-Study for 
reaccreditation, we are excited about this opportunity to learn more about our institution and to 
further enhance our culture of planning, assessment, and institutional renewal. Our Board of 
Trustees, faculty, administration, staff, and students will be learning and working in unison to 
understand how the Characteristics of Excellence and the IIRP’s Strategic Plan will guide us in 
continuing to build a robust and enduring graduate school. 

I. Institutional Overview 

History 

The IIRP, located in the historic district of downtown Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, is the world’s 
first accredited graduate school specializing in restorative practices. At the heart of restorative 
practices is the understanding that human beings are instilled with the need to connect and grow 
with each other. The IIRP supports students and community leaders with the tools they need to 
transform relationships and effect change within their own lives, as well as within public and 
private K-12 educational institutions, public and private colleges and universities, non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), and community-based organizations (CBOs). Through 
strong academic offerings combined with a real-life approach to education, the IIRP helps mend 
harm and makes resilient and meaningful relationships thrive. As the field of restorative practices 
grows and evolves, we are dedicated to always being on the forefront of exploring and testing 
new concepts, innovative approaches, and new methods. 

The face of higher education is changing rapidly and dramatically around the world. The IIRP 
has designed its offerings and services to meet the needs of 21st century adult learners and 
professionals. All that the IIRP offers is mission-driven, rooted in everyday professional practice, 
and accessible from anywhere in the world through a wide range of flexible learning options. 

We are dedicated to the study of building, sustaining, and restoring relationships and social 
networks, emotional well-being, and civic engagement through participatory learning and 
decision making. Our faculty and graduate students engage in reflection, scientific inquiry, and 
academic discussion, drawing on theory and their own professional practice and personal 
experience. Our entire institution is guided by the premise that people are happier, healthier, 
more productive, and more likely to make positive changes when we do things with them, rather 
than to them or for them. With roots in restorative justice, a way of looking at criminal justice 
that emphasizes repairing the harm done to people and relationships, restorative practices has the 
broader goal of proactively developing community, managing conflict, building relationships, 
and increasing social capital. 

The establishment of the IIRP Graduate School was the culmination of decades of work in 
restorative practices by several leaders around the world, among them the IIRP’s founders,  
Ted and Susan Wachtel. On June 23, 2011, the IIRP was accredited by the Middle States 
Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE), and on June 23, 2016, the IIRP was reaffirmed for 
accreditation. Ted Wachtel served as the Graduate School’s first president until his retirement. In 
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2015, Dr. John W. Bailie was inaugurated as the IIRP’s second president. In 2022, Dr. Linda J. 
Kligman was named the third president of the IIRP and the first woman to assume this role. 

Mission Statement and Institutional Goals 

During the IIRP’s strategic planning, we began a conversation around revising our mission 
statement. Based on an accumulation of feedback and collaboration with stakeholders, we 
decided to clarify our mission so that it could (a) be clearly understood and free of jargon,  
(b) be easily translatable for our many international and multilingual stakeholders, and (c) 
encompass our current needs and aspirations. In 2022, the IIRP Board of Trustees voted to 
approve our new mission statement: “To strengthen relationships, support communities, 
influence social change, and broaden the field of restorative practices by partnering with 
practitioners, students, and scholars.” 

Main Programs of Study 

The IIRP offers two main programs of study, the Master of Science in Restorative Practices and 
the Graduate Certificate in Restorative Practices. 

Master of Science in Restorative Practices 
Graduate students at the IIRP are catalysts for change, putting what they have learned into 
practice in their own professional settings. The study of restorative practices draws from a range 
of disciplines, with the goal of understanding how to best address wrongdoing and conflict, 
support positive behavioral change, build social capital, educate, lead, and foster social change. 
Within the degree, students have the opportunity to concentrate in specific fields, as well as the 
option of completing research in this growing field. If a student’s vision requires broader focus, 
the degree allows them to chart their own course with the support of a faculty advisor. 

Graduate Certificate in Restorative Practices 
This program helps students establish a firm understanding of how restorative practices works to 
distinguish themselves as a practitioner in their setting. This option is ideal for professionals who 
already have a degree or who are still deciding to pursue a Master of Science. Students may 
complete their certificate within a year, and all courses taken for the Certificate can be applied 
toward a Master of Science degree after completion. 

Student Populations Served by the Institution 

Since the last Self-Study in AY 2015-2016, the IIRP has seen significant growth in our entering 
cohort between AY 2016-2017 (n = 89) and AY 2019-2020 (n = 127) – a 43% increase. Through 
the COVID-19 pandemic, our entering cohort regressed back to our AY 2016-2017 value in 
2022 (n = 89) (Table 1). This pattern is reflected a year later in our credit hours (Table 2) and 
unduplicated headcounts (Table 3). We saw a 71% increase in credit hours from AY 2016-2017 
(n = 1,179) to AY 2020-2021 (n = 2,013). The number of credit hours dipped by 11.6% in AY 
2021-2022 to 1,779. Similarly, we saw a 52% increase in our unduplicated headcount, from 191 
in AY 2016-2017 to 291 in 2020-2021, followed by a slight decrease to 286 in AY 2021-2022. 
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We have also observed that our students are registering for more courses per year, from an 
average of 6.17 (SD = 3.58) credits per student in AY 2016-2017 to 6.99 (SD = 4.16) credits per 
student in AY 2021-2022, a 13% increase; this increase helps to explain the more pronounced 
growth for credit hours than for total students. 

Following the pandemic, we expect a decrease in both unduplicated headcount and in credit hour 
registrations during Academic Year AY 2022-2023. Although we are on track to exceed AY 
2016-2017 numbers by the end of the academic year, we have a decrease of 21% in credit hour 
registrations when compared to this time last year. 

Table 1: Entering Cohort, Trend Data AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic Year Entering Cohort 

AY 2016-2017 89 

AY 2017-2018 108 

AY 2018-2019 120 

AY 2019-2020 127 

AY 2020-2021 109 

AY 2021-2022 89 

Table 2: Credits by Term, Trend Data AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic Year Fall Spring Summer Total FTE* 

AY 2016-2017 432 450 297 1,179 49.1 

AY 2017-2018 438 426 336 1,200 50.0 

AY 2018-2019 501 519 417 1,437 59.9 

AY 2019-2020 618 582 618 1,818 75.8 

AY 2020-2021 657 633 723 2,013 83.9 

AY 2021-2022 609 678 492 1,779 74.1 

*  FTE (Full Time Equivalency) is calculated by dividing total credits by 24: the equivalent of a full year  
of full-time enrollment. 
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Table 3: Unduplicated Headcount, Trend Data AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic Year Unduplicated 
Headcount 

AY 2016-2017 191 

AY 2017-2018 222 

AY 2018-2019 255 

AY 2019-2020 277 

AY 2020-2021 291 

AY 2021-2022 286 

During the Academic Year 2021-2022, the IIRP enrolled 286 students. Of these, most were 
female (73.3%); ages 40-49 years (30.4%); White (61.5%), and non-Pennsylvania United States 
residents (70.6%), with 8.0% being non-US citizens. The largest segment (35.7%) came from 
careers in teaching. Of the 286 students, 46.9% were enrolled in the Master of Science in 
Restorative Practices, 39.9% in the Graduate Certificate in Restorative Practices, and 2.8% in 
both programs; 10.5% were not enrolled in a program while taking courses. Tables 4 through 8 
present the trend data for gender, race/ethnicity, occupation, age, and residency between AY 
2016-2017 and AY 2021-2022. 

Table 4: Unduplicated Headcount by Gender, AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic 
Year 

AY 2016-
2017 

AY 2017-
2018 

AY 2018-
2019 

AY 2019-
2020 

AY 2020-
2021 

AY 2021-
2022 

Female 143 (74.9%) 161 (72.5%) 193 (75.7%) 205 (74.0%) 210 (72.2%) 210 (73.4%) 

Male 48 (25.1%) 45 (20.3%) 42 (16.5%) 47 (17.0%) 58 (20.0%) 65 (22.7%) 

Unknown * 16 (7.2%) 20 (7.9%) 25 (9.0%) 23 (7.9%) 11 (3.9%) 

* The IIRP did not begin reporting Unknown gender numbers until AY 2017-18. Before this, numbers reflected 
those reported to IPEDS, which does not allow for undisclosed/nonbinary gender data.  
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Table 5: Unduplicated Headcount by Race/Ethnicity, AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic 
Year 

AY 2016-
2017 

AY 2017-
2018 

AY 2018-
2019 

AY 2019-
2020 

AY 2020-
2021 

AY 2021-
2022 

Non-
Resident 
Alien 

25 (13.1%) 25 (9.8%) 30 (11.8%) 28 (10.1%) 30 (10.3%) 23 (8.0%) 

Hispanic 2 (1.0%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.8%) 8 (2.9%) 9 (3.1%) 13 (4.6%) 

American 
Indian 1 (0.5%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.8%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.4%) 

Asian 1 (0.5%) 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 2 (0.7%) 

Black 21 (11.0%) 35 (13.7%) 33 (12.9%) 32 (11.6%) 42 (14.4%) 38 (13.3%) 

Native 
Hawaiian 
or Other 
Pacific 
Islander 

0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

White 104 (54.5%) 117 (45.9%) 151 (59.2%) 169 (61.0%) 169 (58.1%) 176 (61.5%) 

Other 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Multiple 
Races 5 (2.6%) 6 (2.4%) 8 (3.1%) 6 (2.2%) 7 (2.4%) 7 (2.5%) 

Unspecified 32 (16.8%) 36 (14.1%) 28 (11.0%) 33 (11.9%) 30 (10.3%) 26 (9.0%) 
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Table 6: Unduplicated Headcount by Occupation, AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic 
Year 

AY 2016-
2017 

AY 2017-
2018 

AY 2018-
2019 

AY 2019-
2020 

AY 2020-
2021 

AY 2021-
2022 

Conflict 
Resolution 11 (4.3%) 5 (2.0%) 6 (2.4%) 3 (1.1%) 4 (1.4%) 2 (0.7%) 

Counselor 6 (2.4%) 7 (2.8%) 8 (3.1%) 4 (1.4%) 8 (2.8%) 2 (0.7%) 

Criminal 
Justice 4 (1.6%) 5 (2.0%) 3 (1.2%) 4 (1.4%) 7 (2.4%) 7 (2.5%) 

Executive 
Leadership 5 (2.0%) 8 (3.1%) 5 (2.0%) 3 (1.1%) 5 (1.7%) 2 (0.7%) 

Human or 
Social 
Services 

16 (6.3%) 12 (4.7%) 12 (4.7%) 13 (4.7%) 14 (4.8%) 7 (2.5%) 

Lawyer / 
Legal Work 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Other 61 (23.9%) 66 (25.9%) 62 (24.3%) 77 (27.8%) 88 (30.2%) 92 (32.2%) 

Pastoral 
Work 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 

School 
Administrator 27 (10.6%) 31 (12.2%) 37 (14.5%) 39 (14.1%) 53 (18.2%) 49 (17.1%) 

School 
Counselor 18 (7.1%) 20 (7.8%) 23 (9.0%) 23 (8.3%) 20 (6.9%) 19 (6.6%) 

Social 
Worker 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.8%) 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.4%) 

Teacher 39 (15.3%) 64 (25.1%) 78 (30.6%) 108 (39.0%) 90 (30.9%) 102 (35.7%) 

Youth 
Worker 4 (1.6%) 2 (0.8%) 17 (6.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 3 (1.1%) 
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Table 7: Unduplicated Headcount by Age, AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic 
Year 

AY 2016-
2017 

AY 2017-
2018 

AY 2018-
2019 

AY 2019-
2020 

AY 2020-
2021 

AY 2021-
2022 

Under 18 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

18-19 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

20-21 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.8%) 2 (0.7%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 

22-24 5 (2.6%) 3 (1.2%) 6 (2.4%) 11 (4.0%) 10 (3.4%) 7 (2.5%) 

25-29 24 (12.8%) 21 (8.2%) 24 (9.4%) 28 (10.1%) 35 (12.0%) 33 (11.5%) 

30-34 22 (11.5%) 26 (10.2%) 30 (11.8%) 29 (10.5%) 34 (11.7%) 34 (11.9%) 

35-39 22 (11.5%) 29 (11.4%) 32 (12.6%) 40 (14.4%) 33 (11.3%) 38 (13.3%) 

40-49 52 (27.2%) 66 (25.9%) 77 (30.2%) 75 (27.1%) 87 (29.9%) 87 (30.4%) 

50-64 52 (27.2%) 67 (26.3%) 78 (30.6%) 84 (30.3%) 80 (27.5%) 75 (26.2%) 

65 and Over 9 (4.7%) 5 (2.0%) 5 (2.0%) 6 (2.2%) 9 (3.1%) 11 (3.9%) 

Unknown 5 (2.6%) 5 (2.0%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.4%) 

Table 8: Unduplicated Headcount by Residency, AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 

Academic 
Year 

AY 2016-
2017 

AY 2017-
2018 

AY 2018-
2019 

AY 2019-
2020 

AY 2020-
2021 

AY 2021-
2022 

PA Resident 34 (13.3%) 34 (15.3%) 57 (22.4%) 65 (23.5%) 63 (21.6%) 64 (22.4%) 

Out of State 132 (51.8%) 165 (74.3%) 168 (65.9%) 187 (67.5%) 203 (69.8%) 202 (70.6%) 

International 25 (9.8%) 23 (10.4%) 30 (11.8%) 25 (9.0%) 25 (8.6%) 20 (7.0%) 
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Employees and Institutional Culture 

The IIRP employs 56 people institution-wide, including six full-time faculty. Appendix A 
presents the Spring 2023 Organizational Chart.  

Our institutional culture is unique. We are guided by the principles of restorative practices – that 
is, the beliefs that human beings are instilled with the need to connect and grow with each other 
and that people are happier, healthier, more productive, and more likely to make positive changes 
when we do things with them, rather than to them or for them. These principles pervade our 
landscape. 

As previously described, we are the world’s first accredited graduate school dedicated to 
exploring restorative practices. Equally important is that we are the world’s first institution of 
higher education intentionally designed from the ground up to model restorative practices. In 
practicing what we teach, we engage with our faculty, staff, and students to share practices that 
honor human dignity and focus on improving relationships, responsibility, and respect. Herein 
lies our uniqueness. When people spend time with us on our campus or online, they can feel 
what we are all about. Our relational approach is palpable. Our faculty and staff develop 
competencies in an environment of psychological safety, trust, and courage. Participatory 
learning and decision making drives our work, and collaboration and co-creation abound. We 
manage conflict in a healthy manner and solve problems together. 

Our institutional culture has often been described as counter to the culture of higher education. 
By modeling restorative practices, we are tackling the “power paradox,” which asserts that as 
people accumulate power, they become less empathetic and less engaging (Keltner, 2017). We 
resist this in principle and process. We believe that people in power must still be empathetic, 
must lead with transparency and humility, must empower colleagues, must foster collaboration, 
and must invite the engagement, voice, and influence of all within the institution. This 
intentional and explicit culture demonstrates restorative practices in action for our learners; in 
turn, they “shape the patterns that make up our families, neighborhoods, and workplaces, as well 
as the broader patterns of social organization that define societies” (Keltner, 2017). 

Our institution’s Basic Concepts (Figure 1) serves as the foundation for all our work, and we are 
dedicated to being at the forefront of new concepts, approaches, and methods for strengthening 
our culture. 
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Figure 1: IIRP Basic Concepts 

 

Leadership and Shared Governance 

The IIRP is governed by the Committee of the Whole (COW), the IIRP’s highest deliberative 
body. The COW is a form of direct democracy, made possible by the institution’s small size, 
reflecting the IIRP’s mission and commitment to shared governance. The COW is composed of 
the president, provost, all unit leaders, and full-time faculty (including the librarian). All faculty 
and staff are invited to attend and participate in COW meetings, which occur monthly. 

The Board of Trustees has transitioned from a founder’s board, has instituted term limits, and  
is expanding its membership. The trustees have recently revised their bylaws and have created 
four standing committees: Executive; Education; Finance and Audit; and Governance. Each of 
these committees consults with the appropriate institutional leaders, as necessary. The trustees 
are committed to their fiduciary duties while utilizing restorative practices as members of the 
IIRP community. 
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The principles and processes that uphold restorative practices are embedded within our personal 
performance, governance structures, policies, decision-making processes, and the trustee 
selection process, with defined reciprocal roles and responsibilities for students, staff, faculty, 
administration, and trustees. There are well-defined channels of communication between trustees 
and the president, and between trustees and faculty, staff, and administration. Policies and 
processes are evaluated regularly and updated as needed. Through regular assessment, we know 
that the president, Board of Trustees, and COW are performing their duties and working together 
effectively. 

Strategic Plan 

The IIRP’s strategic plan, International Institute for Restorative Practices 2025: Building Upon 
Our Foundation for Greater Impact (International Institute for Restorative Practices [IIRP], n.d.) 
(Appendix B) is the result of a participatory process that involved stakeholders in designing a 
future that anchors the IIRP in the world of higher education. We contracted with CCI 
Consulting to guide us in a Three Horizons Model Strategic Planning process (Baghai et al., 
1999), and their proven experience with interactive design was instrumental in teaching us to 
translate our strategy into an easy-to-communicate roadmap that links today’s actions to long-
term goals.  

The plan includes four strategic goals, which will inform our Self-Study: (1) Education is to be 
transformational and influential; (2) Deliver consulting processes valued for organizational 
learning and adaptive change; (3) Create research initiatives that generate new knowledge and 
spur innovation; and (4) Our work culture explicitly models restorative practices. 

The IIRP has adapted a multidimensional organizational model (Ackoff, 1999) (Figure 2). 
Multidimensional organizations assemble resources around their key outputs, which ties to our 
strategic goals, to emphasize the dynamic interactions supporting the mission. Figure 3 shows 
that, unlike hierarchical organizations, oversight of the IIRP is achieved by a collective body of 
leaders, which can be sourced from our existing governing functions. 

Figure 2: Multidimensional Organization (Ackoff, 1999, p. 228)  
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Figure 3: The IIRP’s Multidimensional Organizational Chart 

 

 

Key Environmental Factors 

In March 2020, our financial stability was tested when all our non-credit offerings were canceled 
amidst the global COVID-19 pandemic. Our reliance on these in-person, non-credit offerings to 
drive our revenue and feed the Graduate School as prerequisite experiences came to a standstill, 
and we shifted delivery of these experiences to the online learning modality already used in our 
graduate courses. Whereas most institutions of higher education were unprepared to deliver their 
courses online, the IIRP was already well-established in online education. Our existing 
infrastructure and processes allowed us to pivot quickly and seamlessly, which may have 
contributed to increased enrollment during the pandemic. While proud of our ability to quickly 
adapt to operating during the global pandemic, we were pained to make the difficult decision to 
lay off eight employees and reduce the hours of four additional administrative staff (27% of our 
employees at the time). However, we were able to retain all our faculty as graduate enrollment 
continued. 

Beginning in 2021, a record number of workers in the United States left their jobs after 
reassessing their lives and what was important to them in a phenomenon known as “the Great 
Resignation” (Cohen, 2021). This has prompted an increase in people seeking to reskill, upskill, 
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or change their career paths to better meet their needs and interests, and the IIRP has had to 
rehire staff and recruit key leadership in this environment. At the same time, the global economy 
has been poor, characterized by rapid inflation and increasing debt, and people must make 
difficult choices with less disposable income. The confluence of these factors is leading people 
to question the return on investment of higher education, particularly degree programs, and seek 
quicker and cheaper paths to jobs with good salaries (e.g., certificates, apprenticeships). Adult 
learners are our key student recruitment target area, and most IIRP students maintain family and 
job responsibilities while completing coursework. Adult learners, maybe more so than typical 
undergraduate students, are impacted by the economy, which may jeopardize their ability to 
pursue and persist in academic study. 

Since our last Self-Study, we have seen growing societal divisions and racialized violence, more 
extreme ideology, and a trend toward people existing in their own echo chambers. Social 
movements have taken center stage and calls for justice, healing, and unification have been 
abundant. Additionally, the Great Resignation generated an increased demand for more flexible 
working conditions, more inclusive work settings, and development of soft skills, such as 
communication, empathy, and conflict management. Restorative practices is designed to address 
these salient environmental factors, and the IIRP is positioned as a leader in the field of 
restorative practices, engaging learners in the study of relationships and community and 
preparing them to influence real change in their communities. 

We are proud to have successfully navigated the unprecedented impacts of the COVID-19 
pandemic. However, we must continue to think creatively and boldly and draw upon our 
strengths and opportunities to be successful in the long run. 

Financial Health 

The IIRP currently stands in a strong financial position. Following the initial dip in income due 
to the pandemic, annual revenue from continuing education has steadily increased. Aligning to 
our strategic plan, we've used annual surpluses to direct investments toward programmatic 
development and re-staffing, while being diligent to ensure retained earnings provide a year's 
worth of operating reserves. Our short-term liquidity, measured by a Quick Ratio, is over 168. 
With the assistance of the new Finance and Audit Committee, our investment policy ensures our 
funds are secured, monitored, and generate reasonable returns. 

II. Institutional Priorities to Be Addressed in the Self-Study 

We used a four-step participatory process to identify and define Institutional Priorities to be 
addressed in the Self-Study. This process reflects the IIRP’s commitment to model restorative 
practices in our own behaviors. In our experience, this encourages a diversity of voices, ideas, 
thoughts, and opinions, resulting in more comprehensive, balanced, and considered input and 
feedback, as well as typically high levels of staff support for the decisions that are made. 

As the first step to defining our Institutional Priorities, the Steering Committee reviewed the 
IIRP’s mission. Using a sequential circle process to give everyone a chance to speak freely, 
members of the Steering Committee shared their thoughts on the following key questions: 
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• What aspects of our mission are particularly salient at this point in the IIRP’s history? 

• As we endeavor to achieve our mission, what are the opportunities for improvement and 
innovation? 

• What mission-related challenges and opportunities are appropriate for Self-Study review? 

Second, we solicited input from a wide range of IIRP stakeholders during a regular meeting of 
the COW. Using a non-sequential circle process, COW attendees provided input on the 
previously stated key questions. 

Third, the Self-Study Co-Chairs used a qualitative data analysis approach to organize the pool  
of information collected from the Steering Committee and COW meetings. After coding the 
information and organizing it into topics, the Co-Chairs consulted again with the Steering 
Committee and refined their notes based on the feedback received. 

Fourth, all IIRP faculty, staff, students, and trustees were invited to review and offer feedback on 
the Institutional Priorities via a Qualtrics Survey. In the survey, stakeholders were invited to read 
each Institutional Priority and then respond to the following question: 

• Thinking about the future of the IIRP, what changes, if any, would you make to this 
Institutional Priority? 

We have selected three Institutional Priorities to be addressed in the MSCHE Self-Study. Tables 
9 and 10 show the alignment between the chosen Institutional Priorities and IIRP Strategic Plan 
Elements and MSCHE Standards, respectively. 

The intent of our Institutional Priorities is best considered in the context of the uniqueness of the 
IIRP and our institutional culture. Like the innovative companies described in Bo Burlingham’s 
Small Giants: Companies That Choose to Be Great Instead of Big, we think differently about 
what it means to be successful as an institution of higher education (Burlingham, 2016). Simply 
put, we aim to be great at what we do, create a great place to work, and educate learners who will 
make great contributions to their communities. The three Institutional Priorities reflect our 
continued maturation as an institution of higher education in these pursuits. 

1. Nurturing a Participatory Culture for Learning 

In practicing what we teach, the IIRP will fulfill its mission and achieve its goals by fostering  
a participatory culture with our learners, faculty, staff, trustees, and partners. We will increase 
learner engagement through experiential projects, praxis, and opportunities to shape the future of 
the IIRP. We will endeavor to ensure that workplace processes, policies, and norms facilitate 
participatory learning and decision-making and provide opportunities for faculty and staff to 
meaningfully contribute to the critical functions and continuous quality improvement of the 
IIRP. We will convene critical thought, ideas, and action – inviting partners from a wide range of 
disciplines and communities to engage with us in the joint venture of expanding the research and 
scholarship to broaden the field of restorative practices. 
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2. Cultivating Institutional Strength and Growth

The IIRP will be an enduring institution, fiscally sound and ensuring resources to sustain positive 
gains and facilitate growth. We will develop the capacity to understand enrollment trends for 
long-range forecasting and multi-year planning. We will become more strategic to navigate
challenging social and economic issues and changing population trends that may impact higher 
education enrollment. We will have appropriate infrastructure and will recruit and retain a 
diverse pool of talented faculty, staff, administrators, and trustees in support of our learners and 
institutional mission. We will expand our curriculum so that it is relevant to contemporary social 
problems and across different sectors of society. We will increase and diversify our faculty to 
include a greater range of perspectives from different disciplines. We will strengthen our co-
curricular offerings, student support services, enrollment management, and alumni development 
efforts.  

3. Promoting the Relevance and Value of the Academic Experience

As an institution of higher education committed to strengthening relationships, supporting 
community, broadening the field, and influencing social change through restorative practices,  
the IIRP will endeavor to ensure that our academic experience is relevant to a diverse body of 
learners and global network of scholars and practitioners. As the field grows and evolves, we will 
develop and challenge concepts, approaches, and methods, so that people from various cultures 
and identities will find value and meaning in developing resilient social connections. We will 
clarify our institutional identity as a place for aspiring change makers from any discipline to 
immerse themselves in restorative practices and develop their craft. We will confirm the value of 
our programs –– that our excellence as scholars, practitioners, and conveners results in our 
learners becoming leaders who are influential in their communities worldwide. 

Table 9: Alignment of Institutional Priorities and IIRP Strategic Plan Elements 

Strategic Plan 
Elements 

Priority 1: 
Participatory Culture 

for Learning

Priority 2: 
Institutional Strength 

 and Growth 

Priority 3: 
Relevant and Valuable 
Academic Experience  

Education is to be 
transformative and 
influential 

X X X 

Deliver consulting 
processes valued for 
organizational learning 
and adaptive change 

X 

Create research 
initiatives that generate 
new knowledge and 
spur innovation 

X X X 

Our work culture 
explicitly models 
restorative practices 

X X 
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Table 10: Alignment of Institutional Priorities with MSCHE Standards 

MSCHE Standards 
Priority 1: 

Participatory Culture
for Learning 

Priority 2: 
Institutional Strength 

 and Growth 

Priority 3: 
Relevant and Valuable 
Academic Experience  

I. Mission and Goals X X X 

II. Ethics and Integrity X X X 

III. Design and
Delivery of the Student
Learning Experience

X X 

IV. Support of the
Student Experience X X 

V. Educational
Effectiveness
Assessment

X X 

VI. Planning,
Resources, and
Institutional
Improvement

X X X 

VII. Governance,
Leadership, and
Administration

X X X 

III. Intended Outcomes of the Self-Study

MSCHE expects that institutions will have at least the following three outcomes: 

1. Demonstrate how the institution currently meets the Commission’s Standards for
Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation.

2. Focus on continuous improvement in the attainment of the institution’s mission and its
institutional priorities.

3. Engage the institutional community in an inclusive and transparent self-appraisal
process that actively and deliberately seeks to involve members from all areas of the
institutional community.
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The Steering Committee identified the following additional outcomes that we intend to achieve 
as a result of engaging in the Self-Study process: 

1. Identify opportunities to enrich student learning and student support services. 

2. Identify opportunities to advance faculty and staff diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
belonging. 

3. Refine our data collection processes and data analytics to inform strategically guided 
decisions and optimize our institutional effectiveness. 

IV. Self-Study Approach 

We will use the Standards-Based Approach to organize the Self-Study Report; thus, our Self-
Study chapters will be organized by standard, for seven chapters. The Self-Study Co-Chairs 
recommended this approach after attending the MSCHE Self-Study Institute and reviewing the 
approach used in the institution’s 2016 Self-Study. The Steering Committee agreed that the 
Standards-Based Approach will allow us to conduct a comprehensive, holistic assessment of the 
institution, with institutional priorities referenced within the chapters as appropriate. 

V. Organizational Structure of the Steering Committee and Working Groups 

Steering Committee 

In the fall of 2022, IIRP President Linda J. Kligman appointed Director of Research & Program 
Evaluation and Associate Professor Gina Baral Abrams, and Dean of Student Services Jamie 
Kaintz to co-chair the Self-Study for reaccreditation. Abrams and Kaintz attended the MSCHE 
Self-Study Institute, along with Melissa Ash, the Accreditation Liaison Officer (ALO), and made 
recommendations for the Steering Committee membership. On December 12, 2022, President 
Kligman appointed the committee members, which include faculty and staff with experience in 
institutional governance, academic design, assessment, student services, technology, and 
communications. This gives a breadth of perspectives while mirroring how we work cross-
functionally as an institution. Table 11 lists the Steering Committee members, along with their 
titles and relevant positions of responsibility. 
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Table 11: Steering Committee Membership 

Name Title Relevant Position of 
Responsibility 

Gina Baral Abrams, 
Dr.P.H. 

Director of Research and Program 
Evaluation and Associate 
Professor 

Self-Study Co-Chair 

Craig Adamson, Ph.D. Provost Past Self-Study Co-Chair 

Melissa Ash, M.S. Associate Dean of Administration Accreditation Liaison Officer 

Koury Cook, M.S. Director of Organizational 
Development Working Group 2 Chair 

John Glasgow, M.B.A. Director of Technology Working Group 6 Chair 

Mary Jo Hebling, M.S. Dean of Continuing Education 
and Lecturer Working Group 3 Chair 

Jamie Kaintz, M.S. Dean of Student Services Self-Study Co-Chair 

Paul Leese, M.B.A. Vice President for Strategy 
and Communications Working Group 7 Chair 

Pam Thompson, 
M.R.P.Y.C. Lecturer Working Group 1 Chair 

Courtney Tobin, M.A. Senior Institutional Analyst Working Group 5 Chair 

Kristen Webber, M.A.T. Advisor for Student Enrollment   Working Group 4 Chair 

 

The Steering Committee’s charges include: 

• Establish the general structure and timeline for the Self-Study. 
• Create and implement a communication plan. 
• Determine the key issues for the Self-Study. 
• Develop the lines of inquiry for the Self-Study. 
• Complete the Self-Study Design. 
• Provide a clear charge for each Working Group and support their efforts. 
• Review interim and final reports from each of the Working Groups, and ensure the 

institutional priorities are addressed therein. 
• Use a participatory decision-making process to determine the most important evidence-

based recommendations from the Working Group reports and ensure their inclusion in the 
Self-Study Report. 
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• Validate the selected evidence-based recommendations with the IIRP Committee of the 
Whole. 

• Arrange for all constituents to review and respond to a Self-Study Report draft. 
• Complete and approve the final Self-Study Report, including the refinement of the 

Evidence Inventory and completion of the Verification of Compliance materials. 
• Plan and host the evaluation team visit. 
• Foster enthusiasm across the institution throughout the Self-Study. 
• Ensure that the timeline is implemented as planned. 
• Assess our work as a Steering Committee from a restorative practices perspective. 

The Steering Committee met every other week between January 10 and April 4, 2023, to develop 
the Self-Study Design. Once the Self-Study Design is approved, the Steering Committee will 
meet monthly to monitor the Self-Study timetable (Table 12) and communication plan (Table 13) 
and to provide oversight to the Working Groups. During these meetings, the Working Group 
chairs will provide progress updates and discuss shared areas of inquiry to reduce undue 
duplication of effort. 

Working Groups 

At the co-chairs’ recommendation, the Steering Committee agreed to organize the Working 
Groups according to the seven MSCHE standards, plus one for Verification of Compliance and 
Evidence Inventory. Each Standard-based Working Group has a chair and a deputy to help lead 
the Working Group, assist with plans, and ensure the work progresses as expected. Each 
Working Group is chaired by a member of the Steering Committee. This design will help to 
ensure that the Working Groups’ efforts are congruent with the Self-Study Design and the 
original intent of the lines of inquiry. Most Working Group chairs and deputies were 
intentionally selected because they are new to IIRP Self-Study, thus building internal leadership 
capacity and bringing fresh perspectives to the process.  

The Self-Study co-chairs invited all IIRP faculty, staff, students, and trustees via email to serve 
on the Working Groups. Those who volunteered were asked to review the MSCHE Standards for 
Accreditation and then rank the Standards in order of interest using Microsoft Forms. The 
Steering Committee considered the list of volunteers and their preferences and made 
assignments, ensuring each group is adequately staffed. The Working Group members include 
faculty, staff, students, and trustees who possess a variety of skills, including attention to detail 
and strategic, critical, and analytical thinking. 

The Working Group membership is as follows: 

Working Group 1 – Mission and Goals 

• Chair: Pam Thompson, M.R.P.Y.C – Lecturer  

• Deputy: Sarah Chang – Research Associate  
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• Lynn Branham, J.D. – Chair, Board of Trustees 

• Sydney Davis – Continuing Education Specialist 

• Julia Getty, M.S. – Instructor and Implementation Coach 

• Keith Hickman, M.S. – Vice President for Partnerships 

• Sean Phillips – Client Relations Senior Specialist 

• Jim Rippert – Director of Finance  

Working Group 2 – Ethics and Integrity 

• Chair: Koury Cook, M.S. – Director of Organizational Development  

• Deputy: Dana Yurgosky, M.B.A – Marketing Manager  

• Kiyaana Cox Jones, M.S. – Instructor and Implementation Coach 

• Pamela Cornwall Duncan, M.F.A., M.S., M.A. – Student 

• The Honorable Mark A. Ingram – Trustee 

• Henry McClendon, Jr. – Director of Community Engagement 

• Megan Muller – Staff Accountant 

• Paulette Pacitti – Accounts Payable Specialist 

• Jennifer Paleczny-Hajkowski. M.A. – Student 

• Frida Rundell, Ph.D. – Professor 

• Rochelle Sparman-Small – Student 

Working Group 3 – Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience 

• Chair: Mary Jo Hebling, M.S. – Dean of Continuing Education and Lecturer   

• Deputy: Dat Hoang – Senior IT Manager  

• Craig Adamson, Ph.D. – Provost 

• Jennifer Ball – Student 

• Julie Hendry – Student 

• Whitney Horwath, Ph.D. – Instructor and Implementation Coach 

• Seow Ling Kek, M.S. – Trustee 

• Zeau Modig, M.L.S. – Librarian 

• Elizabeth Smull, M.R.P.Y.C. – Director of Continuing Education Instruction and 
Lecturer 

• Roger Soweid, M.B.A. – Student 
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Working Group 4 – Support of the Student Experience 

• Chair: Kristen Webber, M.A.T. – Advisor for Student Enrollment   

• Deputy: Kaleigh Mrowka, Ph.D. – Associate Director, Collaborative Center for Higher 
Education 

• Michael Azzalina, M.Ed. – Instructor and Implementation Coach 

• Lisa Brockhuizen, M.A.P. – Student 

• Christian Clark – Application Programmer 

• Michelle Collins-Thomas – Student 

• Dennis DePaul, M.S. – Vice-Chair, Board of Trustees 

• Martha Kelemen – Bookkeeper 

Working Group 5 – Educational Effectiveness Assessment 

• Chair: Courtney Tobin, M.A. – Senior Institutional Analyst 

• Deputy: Ben Wachtel – Information Systems Architect  

• Valerie Bloom – Assistant for Graduate Studies 

• Michael G. DeAntonio, Ph.D. – Lecturer 

• Pat Lewis, M.Ed. – Director of IIRP Canada 

• Cassandra Magan – Senior Accountant 

• Hayley Walczer, M.A. – Client Relations Senior Specialist 

Working Group 6 – Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement 

• Chair: John Glasgow, M.B.A – Director of Technology   

• Deputy: Ryan Fenderson, Ed.D. – Director of School-Based Implementation 

• Steve Grieger – Director of eCommerce 

• Melvin Lopez – Technology Specialist 

• Trisha Tinsley – Instructor and Implementation Coach 

• Ken Tompey – Contract Administrator 

• Maura Caitlin Wamsley, M.A. – Student 

• Jody Weaver – Director of Human Resources 

Working Group 7 – Governance, Leadership, and Administration 

• Chair: Paul Leese, M.B.A. – Vice President for Strategy and Communications 
• Deputy: Kelsey Elder, M.S. – Planning Administrator  
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• Stephanie Gutierrez-Vega – Professional Development Specialist 
• Matthew Johnson, MPA – Instructor and Implementation Coach 
• Kevin Jones, M.S. – Lecturer 
• Kim Werner – Administrative Coordinator 
• Patience Whitworth, Ph.D. – Trustee 

Working Group 8: Verification of Compliance 
• Melissa Ash, M.A. – Associate Dean of Administration 
• Jessica Bogensberger – Human Resources Generalist  
• Nikki Chamblee, Ph.D. – Instructor and Implementation Coach 
• Jennifer Hiestand – Instructor and Implementation Coach 
• Kristin Oakley – Marketing Specialist 

The Working Groups are charged with exploring specific lines of inquiry, developed and 
assigned by the Steering Committee, within a specific and assigned MSCHE Standard for 
Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation and applicable federal regulatory requirements for 
the Verification of Compliance. Each Working Group will: 

• Consider how the institutional priorities and intended outcomes are addressed in the 
assigned Standard. 

• Collect, analyze, and discuss relevant data, processes, and procedures for the assigned 
Standard. 

• Connect and collaborate with other Working Groups, as appropriate. 
• Determine the extent to which the institution meets the criteria for the assigned Standard, 

Requirements of Affiliation, and federal requirements. 
• Identify the institution’s strengths and challenges. 
• Articulate evidence-based recommendations within the Standard and conclusions for 

institutional action. 
• Create a draft report for the Steering Committee that includes citations for data points, is 

written in accordance with the editorial and style guidelines for the assigned Standard, 
and is delivered within specified timelines. 

• Incorporate feedback from the Steering Committee into a final report, which includes 
citations for data points, is written in accordance with the editorial and style guidelines 
for the assigned Standard, and is delivered withing specified timelines. 

• The members of each Working Group will prioritize the Working Group meetings and 
related work to ensure timely submission of reports. 

• Assess how the Working Group performed from a restorative practices perspective. 
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Upon approval of the Self-Study Design, the Working Group chairs will convene their groups 
and adhere to the Self-Study timetable (Table 12). The chairs and deputies have the freedom to 
design their own work plans, including meeting frequency and structure, and assignment of roles 
and tasks within the group. In alignment with the IIRP’s institutional culture and norms, 
Working Group chairs and deputies are expected to apply principles and processes that uphold 
restorative practices to achieve their work goals and foster a sense of community within the 
group. The Steering Committee will offer ongoing support and guidance and create a space for 
the Working Group chairs to share wisdom, process challenges, and identify best practices along 
the way. 

Lines of Inquiry for Each Working Group 

The following lines of inquiry will be analyzed by the Working Groups. 

Standard I: Mission and Goals 

The institution’s mission defines its purpose within the context of higher education, the students 
it serves, and what it intends to accomplish. The institution’s stated goals are clearly linked to its 
mission and specify how the institution fulfills its mission. (Middle States Commission on 
Higher Education, 2015) 

1. How well are our goals aligned with our mission statement? 

2. What does the assessment say about the alignment between our educational programs and 
mission statement? 

3. How well do we ensure that the mission and goals are easily accessible to all 
stakeholders? 

4. How effective are our efforts to inform stakeholders when we update our mission and 
goals? 

5. How effective is our process for periodically evaluating our mission and goals? 

6. How well do our program materials/website demonstrate alignment to the mission? 

7. How well do our credit and non-credit offerings demonstrate alignment to the mission 
and goals? 

8. How well do our pedagogical approaches reflect our mission and goals? 

9. How effectively are our mission and goals driving the decision-making and planning 
process at all levels of the institution? 

10. How well do we keep ourselves accountable to our mission and goals? 
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Standard II: Ethics and Integrity 

Ethics and integrity are central, indispensable, and defining hallmarks of effective higher 
education institutions. In all activities, whether internal or external, an institution must be faithful 
to its mission, honor its contracts and commitments, adhere to its policies, and represent itself 
truthfully. (Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 2015) 

1. How well do we act with integrity in our interactions with the public and our 
constituencies?  

2. How well do the policies and practices of the IIRP support fidelity to the mission? 

3. How well do we assure integrity and fidelity to our mission when developing and 
implementing marketing and public-relations campaigns? 

4. How clear and accessible are our policies, procedures, and communications? 

5. How well does the IIRP address grievances from students, staff, and faculty? 

6. How well are we carrying out our complaints and grievances procedures using the 
principles and processes of restorative practices? 

7. How effectively do our processes ensure that program learning goals, course objectives, 
and learning outcomes are clear, accurate, and accessible to students and prospective 
students?  

8. How well are IIRP full-time faculty, adjunct faculty, staff, and instructors selected, 
oriented, and evaluated to ensure that the institution’s instructional, research, and service 
activities are providing measurable outputs and outcomes? 

9. How well does the IIRP faculty observe and implement the principles of academic 
freedom within the IIRP mission's context? 

10. What evidence exists to indicate that we are informing students of educational policies, 
along with any federally applicable regulations? 

Standard III: Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience 

An institution provides students with learning experiences that are characterized by rigor and 
coherence at all program, certificate, and degree levels, regardless of instructional modality. All 
learning experiences, regardless of modality, program pace/schedule, level, and setting are 
consistent with higher education expectations. (Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 
2015) 

1. How effectively do the goals of the master’s degree program align with our institutional 
mission and goals?  
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2. How effectively do the goals of the certificate program align with our institutional 
mission and goals?  

3. How well does the certificate program relate to the degree program?  

4. How effectively do non-credit offerings align with the mission and goals of the IIRP? 
How well do the non-credit offerings align with graduate offerings?  

5. How effectively are our existing courses providing purposeful attention to diversity, 
equity, and inclusion?  

6. To what extent are assessment results used in making decisions about and prioritizing 
institutional planning and resource allocation to improve its effectiveness? 

7. How well do existing resources support the development of graduate level study skills 
that include writing, research, and technology?  

8. How effectively does the design and delivery of the student learning experience support 
institutional sustainability? 

Standard IV: Support of the Student Experience 

Across all educational experiences, settings, levels, and instructional modalities, the institution 
recruits and admits students whose interests, abilities, experiences, and goals are congruent with 
its mission and educational offerings. The institution commits to student retention, persistence, 
completion, and success through a coherent and effective support system sustained by qualified 
professionals, which enhances the quality of the learning environment, contributes to the 
educational experience, and fosters student success. (Middle States Commission on Higher 
Education, 2015) 

1. How well do our student support and engagement strategies align with our mission and 
vision? 

2. How meaningful are our ongoing learning and engagement experiences for our students 
outside the classroom (advising experiences, onboarding and orientation, career 
preparation, support for students who are struggling)? 

3. How well do we include students in our institutional processes and decisions?  

4. How well do we ensure the secure maintenance of student records?  

5. How well do we ensure that the Academic Catalog and Student Handbook are clear for 
students? 

6. How well do we ensure students understand our processes and procedures? 

7. How effective are our efforts to create a sense of community among our students?  

8. How well do we support student wellness? 
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9. To what extent are our marketing and enrollment plans evolving to meet the priorities and 
goals of the institution? 

10. The IIRP is one of very few graduate schools that do not participate in Title IV, the 
federal policy authorizing students to use federal loans and grants to fund their education. 
To what extent does this decision shape the student experience at the IIRP? 

Standard V: Educational Effectiveness Assessment 

Assessment of student learning and achievement demonstrates that the institution’s students have 
accomplished educational goals consistent with their program of study, degree level, the 
institution’s mission, and appropriate expectations for institutions of higher education. (Middle 
States Commission on Higher Education, 2015) 

1. How well is our infrastructure supporting the assessment of our educational 
effectiveness? 

2. How well does assessment of learning inform curriculum development of for-credit and 
non-credit offerings? 

3. To what degree are our educational experiences relevant to the institution’s mission and 
goals? 

4. How well do we ensure that our institutional learning goals and program goals are being 
met? How well do we ensure that new/emergent programs and specializations are aligned 
with these goals?  

5. How do our programs’ content and rigor compare to similar programs at the same level 
(non-credit offerings, postbaccalaureate certificate, or master’s degree) at other 
institutions? 

6. How effective is our pedagogical practice in leading our students to engage in praxis? 

Standard VI: Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement 

The institution’s planning processes, resources, and structures are aligned with each other and 
are sufficient to fulfill its mission and goals, to continuously assess and improve its programs and 
services, and to respond effectively to opportunities and challenges. (Middle States Commission 
on Higher Education, 2015) 

1. How effectively are Units resourced to support the IIRP’s mission?  

2. How well is the IIRP moving forward methodically, such as adhering to procedures and 
leveraging best practices where applicable? How effectively does the IIRP time its 
strategic goals and initiatives with each other and with the work toward continual 
improvement? 
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3. How well does the IIRP scale its resources to meet demand? How efficiently does the 
IIRP scale up or down to match market demand in a timely manner? 

4. How effectively does the IIRP plan for and utilize resources in a way that meets the 
objectives of its strategic plan? 

5. How well do we mitigate risk as an organization? Is there redundancy in place if there are 
several key personnel who are no longer accessible to the organization? Are staff 
adequately trained to reduce their exposure to cyberattacks and social engineering? 

6. How well do we mitigate our dependence on the K-12 education market?  

7. How well does the IIRP continuously assess improvement? 

Standard VII: Governance, Leadership, and Administration 

The institution is governed and administered in a manner that allows it to realize its stated 
mission and goals in a way that effectively benefits the institution, its students, and the other 
constituencies it serves. Even when supported by or affiliated with governmental, corporate, 
religious, educational system, or other unaccredited organizations, the institution has education 
as its primary purpose, and it operates as an academic institution with appropriate autonomy. 
(Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 2015) 

1. What are current IIRP leadership structures strengths/weaknesses that help/hinder the 
institution’s ability to successfully meet the criteria of Middle States’ expectations for 
governance, leadership, and administration? 

2. How well does leadership evaluate the changing needs of the IIRP and then resource 
them accordingly to meet short-term and long-term needs? 

3. How effective are our current growth path and succession plans for developing staff, 
faculty, and administration?  

4. How clearly are the role definitions between the board chair and the president expressed 
to leadership and to the organization? 

5. How well does the board ensure alignment with the institution's mission statement, and 
what oversight do they provide? 

6. How effective is the IIRP in onboarding new leaders into the institutional culture? 

7. How well is the IIRP assessing its work structures to ensure efficacy and an environment 
that supports diversity and inclusion practices? At what intervals? To what standards? 

8. How effectively does administration support faculty with policies and resources that 
ensure the continued quality of teaching and academic rigor of the institution’s degrees 
and certificates? 
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9. How well does the shared governance model guide the institution’s decision making and 
leadership structure, and how do we measure the effectiveness of this model?  

10. How well does our leadership support graduate education as the IIRP’s primary purpose 
and provide appropriate autonomy to faculty and staff to operate effectively? 

VI. Guidelines for Reporting 

The Self-Study co-chairs and ALO will meet every other week to discuss progress, address any 
issues that arise, and determine appropriate steps to keep the process on schedule. The Steering 
Committee will meet monthly, at which time the Working Group chairs will provide progress 
updates. The Working Groups will submit interim and final reports according to the IIRP Self-
Study timetable (Table 12).  

The Working Group reports will be written in adherence to the prescribed editorial style and 
format for the preparation of the Self-Study Report (see template in Appendix C) and edited by 
the Steering Committee co-chairs for inclusion in the final Self-Study Report. The Self-Study 
Report will reflect our commitment to accessibility and usability, including: 

• Images and graphs described via alt-text. 

• Tables set up as text with headings for columns and rows. 

• Titles and headings formatted using styles. 

• Text color alone not relied on to convey meaning. 

• Underlined text is avoided unless used for navigation. 

VII. Organization of the Final Self-Study Report 

The outline below presents the organization of the final Self-Study Report, including information 
that will be found in the document’s introduction and conclusion, and initial indications of the 
focus of each chapter. Appendix C presents the structure, format, and editorial style for the final 
Self-Study Report. 

• Table of Contents 

• Executive Summary: A brief description of the major findings and recommendations of 
the Self-Study 

• Certification Eligibility Statement: The Certification Eligibility Statement will be 
attached to the Executive Summary  

• Introduction: A brief overview of the International Institute for Restorative Practices and 
description of the Self-Study process  

• Standards I-VII 
o A heading indicating standard under consideration 
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o Cross-references to relevant materials in other parts of the report and 
in the Evidence Inventory 

o Analytically based inquiry and reflection 
o Conclusions, including strengths and challenges, with references to 

appropriate criteria 
o Opportunities for ongoing innovation and improvement 

• Conclusion: A summary of the major conclusions and recommendations offered  
in the report 

• References 

• Appendices 

Strategy for Verification of Compliance with Applicable Federal Regulatory Requirements 

A separate Working Group has been created to conduct the Verification of Compliance process and 
provide evidence to demonstrate that the IIRP meets accreditation-relevant federal regulations. This 
group will also be responsible for populating and managing the Evidence Inventory. (See Evidence 
Inventory section later in this Self-Study Design.) Each team member will be responsible for 
compiling the Institutional Federal Compliance Report and supporting evidence by naming policies, 
procedures, and specific site links in a single, bookmarked PDF file. 

The Verification of Compliance and Evidence Inventory Working Group functions the same way 
as the standard Working Groups and is expected to submit periodic reports to the Steering 
Committee. The group’s chair is our Accreditation Liaison Officer, who will lead Working 
Group members in this charge. Units to be consulted for the compilation of evidence include 
Student Services, Academic Affairs, Administration, Finance, and Information Integration. The 
Institutional Federal Compliance Report will be included in the final Self-Study Report. 

VIII. Self-Study Timetable 

Table 12 presents our timeline for every major step in the Self-Study process for a spring 2025 
Evaluation Team visit. 

Table 12: IIRP Self-Study Timetable, Spring 2025 Visit 

Term Date(s) Activity/Task 

Fall 2022 October – November Co-Chairs and ALO attend Self-Study 
Institute  

Fall 2022 December 12 IIRP President appoints Steering Committee 
members at the Committee of the Whole 
(COW)  
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Term Date(s) Activity/Task 

Spring 2023 January 10 – April 4 Steering Committee meets twice a month to 
discuss and draft Self-Study Design   

Spring 2023 March 21 – March 28 Steering Committee solicits feedback on 
Self-Study Institutional Priorities from 
faculty, staff, students, and trustees 

Spring 2023 April 14 Co-Chairs submit Self-Study Design to 
MSCHE  

Spring 2023 April 28 Site visit with MSCHE Liaison   

Spring 2023 May 10 or 24 
(depending on receipt  
of feedback) 

Steering Committee meets to discuss 
feedback from MSCHE Liaison and revise 
Self-Study Design as needed  

Spring 2023 May – June Upon approval of Self-Study Design, 
Working Groups convene 

Summer 2023 July – August Working Groups gather and analyze data 

Summer 2023 July – August Steering Committee meets monthly, at 
which time Working Group chairs provide 
progress updates 

Fall 2023 September – October Working Groups gather and analyze data 

Fall 2023 September – October Steering Committee meets monthly, at 
which time Working Group chairs provide 
progress updates 

Fall 2023 November 3 Working Groups’ draft reports submitted to 
Steering Committee 

Fall 2023 November 14 Steering Committee meets to discuss draft 
reports; provides feedback to Working 
Groups 

Spring 2024 January – March Working Groups revise draft reports and 
continue to gather and analyze data as 
needed 

Spring 2024 January – March Steering Committee meets monthly, at 
which time Working Group chairs provide 
progress updates 

Spring 2024 March 29 Working Groups’ final reports submitted to 
Steering Committee 
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Term Date(s) Activity/Task 

Spring 2024 May 31 Steering Committee writes final Self-Study 
Report in one voice  

Summer 2024 June Steering Committee solicits feedback on 
Self-Study Report from faculty, staff, and 
trustees 

Summer 2024 July – August Steering Committee revises/rewrite/proofs 
the Self-Study Report 

Fall 2024 September Self-Study Report submitted to MSCHE  

Fall 2024 TBD Preparatory site visit of Team Chair  

Fall 2024 December Final Self-Study Report submitted to 
MSCHE  

Spring 2025 TBD Site visit with MSCHE Team and review of 
Characteristics of Excellence  

Summer 2025 Summer 2025 Reaccredited 

 

IX. Communication Plan 

Table 13 presents our Communication Plan with a listing of purposes, intended audiences, 
communication methods, and timing. This plan will guide the Steering Committee and its 
Working Groups in gathering feedback from institutional stakeholders and updating them about 
major developments related to the Self-Study process. 

Table 13: IIRP Communication Plan, Spring 2025 Visit 

Purpose Audiences Methods Timing 

To share data, documents, 
and research results; 
communicate in a secure, 
transparent, and convenient 
manner; and engage 
stakeholders 

Steering Committee 
and Working Group 
members 

Middle States Self-
Study site 

Fall 2023 and 
Spring 2024 

 Students Middle States Self-
Study site; periodic 
open forums, and/or 
surveys 

Regular updates on 
the webpage; forums 
and/or surveys as 
needed 
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Purpose Audiences Methods Timing 

 Faculty and Staff Middle States Self-
Study site; faculty, 
staff on the Steering 
Committee 

Continuous updates 
on the webpage; 
periodic forums and/ 
or surveys as needed 

 Alumni Middle States Self-
Study site; periodic 
surveys via email 

Continuous updates 
on the webpage; 
periodic surveys as 
needed 

To update campus 
constituents about the  
Self-Study process 

Board of Trustees Middle States Self-
Study site; 
presentations during 
Board of Trustees 
meetings 

Updates by the 
President during 
Board meetings; 
periodic updates 

 Students Term emails to share 
updates on Working 
Group reports 

Fall 2023 and 
Spring 2024 

 Faculty and Staff Middle States Self-
Study website; updates 
provided at COW 
meetings/Unit Leader 
Update reports 

Continuous updates 
on the webpage; 
monthly update to 
staff and faculty at 
COW meetings/Unit 
Leader Update 
reports 

 Alumni Updates in term 
emails 

Fall, 2023 and 
Spring 2024 

To gather feedback about 
Working Group reports 

Board of Trustees Feedback from Board 
members after 
periodic Working 
Group reports, draft  
of Self-Study Report, 
and updates based on 
feedback from Team 
Chair 

Spring 2024 

 Faculty and Staff Feedback from faculty 
and staff after periodic 
Working Group 
reports, draft of Self-
Study Report, and 
updates based on 
feedback from Team 
Chair 

Spring 2024 
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X. Evaluation Team Profile 

We hope the following information will be useful for MSCHE to organize an Evaluation Team 
to evaluate the IIRP’s compliance with the Standards for Accreditation, Requirements of 
Affiliation, policies and procedures, and federal requirements, and provide meaningful feedback 
relating to our compliance, along with recommendations for our institutional growth. 

Team Chair 

Preferably, the Team Chair would have experience working at institutions with similar missions 
and structures, and a knowledge of social science, or at an institution that lives by guiding 
principles, such as a faith-based institution. This could be a president or senior leader from a 
small, private college or specialized graduate school who has experience designing a 
comprehensive online curriculum and expertise with student services and student affairs. The 
Team Chair could be a part of a growing institution or department and have a growth model like 
ours. 

Team Members 

We would also prefer that Team Members have experience working at a small, private college or 
specialized graduate school in academic affairs, assessment, faculty issues, financial issues, 
student affairs, and diversity, equity, and inclusion. It would be helpful for Team Members to 
have experience managing a large continuing education division and engaging adult learners in 
online education and/or graduate enrollment management. 

Peer Institutions 

We consider the following institutions to be comparable peers: 

• Adler Graduate School (Minnesota) 

• Fielding Graduate University (California) 

• Southwestern College and New Earth Institute (New Mexico) 

We look to the following institutions as aspirational peers: 

• Bank Street College of Education (New York) 

• Erikson Institute (Illinois) 

• Institute of World Politics (Washington, D.C.) 

These institutions are primary competitors or have common student recruitment target areas: 

• Eastern Mennonite University (Virginia) 

• Future Generations University (West Virginia) 

• Vermont Law and Graduate School (Vermont) 
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Evidence Inventory Strategy 

Once the Self-Study Design is approved, the Verification of Compliance and Evidence Inventory 
Working Group will begin to populate and manage the Evidence Inventory, using the MSCHE 
Self-Study Guide Module Six as a guide. Appendix D presents examples of data sources that we 
may use as they relate to each Standard. 

The Verification of Compliance and Evidence Inventory Working Group will use Microsoft 
Teams to store and organize the evidence. We have developed a Self-Study Microsoft Team that 
includes eight channels, one for each of the Working Groups, plus the Steering Committee. Each 
channel includes a designated folder to store the evidence. Working Group 8 is responsible for 
the Evidence Inventory, which is a Microsoft List that contains evidence categorized by the 
Standard it supports and the organizational unit(s) that produce the evidence. The Working 
Group will determine the most appropriate naming convention for the evidence. This Working 
Group will meet at least once every other week at first, to frontload the expected evidence for 
each Standard, and then will meet as needed to obtain additional evidence as requested by the 
Working Groups. 

The Steering Committee will monitor the progress toward completion of the Evidence Inventory 
and regularly review submitted evidence to ensure the quality of the artifacts and the appropriate 
analysis. Evidence used in the Self-Study will be readily available for the Evaluation Team’s use. 
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PREFACE


Restorative practices studies how to strengthen relationships between individuals, as well as social connections 
within communities. Advancing restorative practices as a field of inquiry within the social sciences can help us 
explore fundamental aspects of relationships and the experience of community in order to apply those insights to 
some of the world’s most pressing needs and challenges.


Having just marked our first 20 years, the International Institute for Restorative Practices (IIRP) faces great horizons. 
We know we have been successful because we see a growing number of individuals, schools, and communities 
building upon our foundations. To set our sails for 2025, we mapped a course through a participatory process 
that involved stakeholders in designing a future that anchors the IIRP in the world of higher education. We 
contracted with CCI Consulting to guide us in a Three Horizons Model Strategic Planning process, and their 
proven experience with interactive design was instrumental in teaching us to translate our strategy into an easy-
to-communicate roadmap that links today’s actions to long-term goals.


PARTICIPATORY APPROACHES TO STRATEGIC PLANNING


In Spring 2019, CCI began a planning phase with the 
IIRP to review the current strategic plan in its fifth and 
final year. We had successfully navigated key elements 
in our 2015-2020 plan to support the succession of 
our Founding President, the growth of our educational 
offerings, and financial stabilization. Recommendations 
from our Middle States Commission on Higher 
Education (MSCHE) Self-Study and interviews 
with leadership framed the importance of shared 
governance in the planning process. 


For the next phase of our work with CCI, we identified 
faculty, staff, trustees, students, and alumni to 
participate in the interactive design-thinking process. 
After an initial kickoff in May 2019, three insights teams 
began mapping stakeholder engagement, conducting a STEEP analysis examining business functions through 
social, technological, economic, environmental, and political contexts. Meanwhile, two design teams met in June 
2019 to imagine the IIRP as an idealized system of inputs, outputs, and feedback mechanisms. Engaging with 
multiple constituents throughout the summer allowed rich exchanges of perspective shared over time. 


Coming back together in September 2019, the insights team shared a creative presentation of a worst-case 
scenario that challenged the idealized future state (see Figure 1). The purpose of the dire juxtaposition was to 


Figure 1: IIRP’s Gap Analysis Compared Worst-Case and Idealized 
Scenarios
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reveal gaps we would want to bridge. In small groups, gaps were articulated and then examined more deeply 
at the September 2019 IIRP Biannual Budget, Planning, and Assessment Day. A significant gap that revealed 
itself was affirming the identity of the IIRP as an institution of higher education and articulating the impact and 
potential of restorative practices beyond reparative processes. Through this design process, we articulated the 
importance of positioning ourselves in a global context as more than a training organization and stretching our 
relevance beyond applications in K-12 education. From there, faculty and leadership came away with a consensus 
of what was most valuable: establishing a clear identity for the IIRP and restorative practices, developing strong 
educational experiences, launching consulting functions that capitalize on our expertise, and generating new 
knowledge to develop as a field.


CCI led us through a third phase of strategic planning 
using McKinsey’s Three Horizons Model to engage 
the whole organization in looking back to the 
reference scenario from the vantage point of the 
idealized horizon, as shown in Figure 2. This approach 
frames change by translating the conversation into a 
more detailed and practical discussion about goals, 
expectations, and required actions at an individual, 
unit, and organizational level. Faculty and staff were 
already familiar with using goals and measurable 
objectives, since the IIRP has utilized this model for 
many years.


As we drafted the plan, we decided on this nomenclature:
1. The third horizon became expressed as strategic goals. There are four strategic goals that align to our mission 


and outputs.
2. The second horizon translated into a five-year benchmark and was formulated into multiple SMART objectives. 
3. The first horizon marked institutional initiatives with cross-functional actions to steer us toward our objectives. 


The Committee of the Whole (COW) continued to refine its horizons, working in small groups through the fall 
and winter. In February 2020 the first iteration of the Strategic Plan was presented at the Biannual Budget, 
Planning, and Assessment Day meeting. Three business outputs were framed as business pillars and then 
further clarified: education, research, and consulting. All staff later convened to collaboratively consider the 
fourth output, which we defined as our business foundation: living restorative practices. 


In March 2020 our financial stability was tested when all of our professional development events were canceled 
amidst the global COVID-19 pandemic. Our reliance on in-person events to drive our revenue and  
feed the graduate school as prerequisite experiences came to a standstill, and we shifted delivery of these 
professional development experiences to the online learning modality already used in our graduate courses.  
We were able to retain all of our faculty as graduate enrollment continued, but we had to lay off staff to balance 
the cancellations of professional development events when schools across the country closed and in-person 
travel and public events were halted. We were in the process of reviewing the draft of the Strategic Plan at 
this time, and the objectives around the diversification of online continuing education experiences were put 
into effect immediately. Incorporating an additional round of feedback, faculty and staff met in April 2020 to 
specifically discuss how to support a more equitable and inclusive approach in building a restorative culture. 
While the office was closed and we worked from home, we continued to revise the plan, collaborating on 
Microsoft Teams and in online Zoom sessions. We shared a draft with the IIRP Board of Trustees, whose task 


Horizon 1


Horizon 2


Horizon 3


Now


Where We Are


Where We Want to Be Idealized
Design


Figure 2: Three Horizon Framework to Planning
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it is to approve the final plan. The Chief Financial Officer reworked the five-year projections to reflect a more 
modest revenue model, as we anticipate continued financial disruption. With so many new online offerings, 
continued economic depression, and changes in the higher education landscape, financial indicators will be 
reviewed and revised again before the second phase of initiatives is launched.


The Strategic Plan requires approval of the Committee of the Whole, the highest deliberative body of the  
IIRP, before being presented to the trustees. Once approved, faculty and leadership will articulate the actions 
and means to actualize the strategic initiatives. The Vice President for Administration will work with faculty  
and staff on a structured approach to resource planning that will balance energy, personnel, and finances in  
unit workplans.


MISSION AND VISION


The trustees, along with faculty, administration and staff clarified the mission of the IIRP in March 2022 after a 
year-long engagement process with alumni and students.  
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Figure 3: The IIRP’s Business Pillars and Foundation Define and Support a More Impactful Mission


Living Restorative Practices
We model a relational approach and honor human 
dignity in all that we do.


Education
We provide advanced education, professional 
development, and transformative learning experiences.


Consulting
We deliver strategic consulting that leverages our 
relational expertise.


Research
We generate and disseminate knowledge regarding 
the influence of relationaships on socail health.


The mission of the International Institute for Restorative Practices Graduate School is to strengthen 
relationships, support communities, influence social change, and broaden the field of restorative practices 
by partnering with practitioners, students, and scholars.


The four facets of the mission, depicted in Figure 3, each of which have their own aspirational goals ssupports 
the mission and situates the Graduate School firmly within higher education. The trustees reviewed the COW’s 
recommendation along with the Strategic Plan.







To grow restorative practices as a field of inquiry, our mission specifically addresses our three business pillars — 
education, consulting, and research — and our foundation of living restorative practices. 


Our vision in service of our mission requires us to:
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STRATEGIC GOALS


Derived from our aspirational third horizon, our ideal position is framed as IIRP’s four strategic goals.


1. Education is to be transformative and influential. 


Through teaching, we share our expertise with learners. We provide graduate-level 
education through two programs, a Master of Science in Restorative Practices and 
a Graduate Certificate in Restorative Practices. We also offer non-credit continuing 
education through professional development, coaching, and tailored experiences 
available to individuals, as well as to employers and organizations. Additionally, 
knowledge is shared openly through publications and an affordable licensing of 
instructional content.


The following emphases will allow us to achieve this goal and support the educational mission to provide 
advanced education, professional development, and transformative learning experiences.


We will create two specializations in the Master of Science program by 2025. 
Addressing the identity gap of the IIRP as an institution in higher education, we must stretch ourselves to build a 
significant field of inquiry. To that end, in 2020 we created a thesis option to foster research opportunities within 
our master’s program. We are poised to influence future generations by offering academic specializations and new 
electives that model the relational approach of restorative practices. Additionally, to position the multidisciplinary 
relevance of restorative practices, we can build upon successful symposia and collaborations to establish knowledge 
beyond K-12 applications in new areas, such as community health, leadership, and higher education.


Act nimbly. 
Encourage creativity 


by moving quickly and 
taking risks that often 


defy conventional 
wisdom.


Work boldly.
Create the capacity to 
mount projects that 
are unique, scalable, 


and relevant.


Share openly. 
Influence through 


generosity to 
accelerate the 


advancement of  
social health.


Reach globally. 
Include key 


stakeholders whose 
diverse knowledge and 
experience are critical 
to driving progress.







The IIRP will continue to grow revenue through 
its established educational revenue streams. The 
IIRP’s growth over the past decade relied on delivering 
professional development. In FY 2018-19, the in-
person events and three book titles associated with 
those events accounted for 86% of our total revenue. 
Through the design phase of planning, we recognized 
that our knowledge was valued not just for instruction 
but for expertise that could translate into consulting 
income to support scholars and practitioners. 
The strategic objectives create explicit financial 
benchmarks to grow tuition and book sales to ease our 
reliance on professional development to comprise just 
48% of revenue. We will also develop consulting as a 
new revenue stream.


The strategic goal related to education expands offerings in graduate education, continuing education, and book 
sales, which will seed new business endeavors. We recognize our chart of accounts would be more helpful if we 
had additional ways to measure our revenue and cost allocations by programs. With this in mind, we are revising 
how we organize and communicate this information.


In March 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic forced closures in many parts of the United States and the rest of the 
world. This affected schools and travel, which in turn caused the suspension of our public and private in-person 
events. Already immersed in the strategic planning process, the IIRP had plans to create a new online footprint 
to support practitioners, such as professional learning communities. But we had not yet recognized the urgency 
in developing a new modality for successful professional development experiences. Online instruction will allow 
the graduate program to transcend geography and aggregate curious students across the globe. In a world 
responding to a global pandemic, digital opportunities for continuing education are essential and allow for 
diverse perspectives to be included in learning.


2. Deliver consulting processes valued for organizational learning and adaptive change.


Throughout our planning process, we realized our greatest resource is our strong 
network of faculty, staff, and practitioners. We are often called to support leaders in 
businesses, higher education, social services, and K-12 education, who see value in 
our skills and competencies. As such, a consulting practice would allow us to broaden 
our influence and develop a new revenue stream.


To develop a new consulting stream that is capable of earning $1 million by 2025, 
we must first develop a business plan and identify leadership to articulate the 
value of the relational processes in which we excel. Leveraging relationships with 


colleagues in other disciplines, we will be able to develop prototypes and receive feedback on the value of our 
services in leadership development, managing conflict, change management, building a sense of community, 
and other services. 
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Books


Continuing Ed


Consulting


Support
Fees


Contributions


Figure 4: Diversified Revenue Streams by 2025







3. Create research initiatives that generate new knowledge and spur innovation.


It is not enough to believe in our work. We must be able to understand how we can 
have greater impact beyond our walls. To do so, the IIRP supports the creation of 
new knowledge.


We will add a $350,000 line item for research as a catalyst to support new knowledge 
within the field. In 2020, a thesis option was added to the master’s program, with 
a revised curriculum to enhance critical thinking and research skills among our 


students. In the next five years, we will expand resources for the faculty, evaluate and assess our programs, and 
ultimately create attractive grants to encourage rigorous research in the field of restorative practices.


4. Our work culture explicitly models restorative practices.


Our workplace models explicit practices that support our culture and help us 
manifest our best selves. The is not only of value to us internally. Other workplaces 
could also benefit from understanding how to create a strong sense of belonging, 
social discipline, and shared ownership. Our focus on building this body of knowledge 
beyond techniques and methodologies supports the understanding of a new social 
science and expands our relevance and impact. 


Our commitment to treating people with dignity manifests in a commitment to engage in an inclusive manner.  
We will need to attract and retain faculty, staff, students, and trustees with diverse experiences to shape our 
thinking in developing knowledge that increases people’s sense of belonging and agency in a changing world.


PRIORITIZING INITIATIVES


Facing a pandemic and economic decline, initiatives that will support the diversification of educational offerings 
are prioritized in this five-year plan. To that end, SMART objectives were written to align to revenue centers. As 
financial benchmarks are met, initiatives will be carried out in two phases, AY 2020 and AY 2022. Faculty and staff 
will create unit plans that commit resources to these initiatives.
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Goal Objective Initiative Milestone Cost Implementation 
Responsibility


1: Education is to 
be transformative 
and influential.


1.1: Create two 
specializations in the 
master’s program by 
2025.


1.1.1: Develop 5 new 
courses to support 
specializations across 
disciplines.


By 5/1/21: Decision made on 
specializations
By 8/31/22: Announce 
specializations for AY 
2022–23 
By 9/1/21: New courses 
offered to support thesis 
option. Two new courses 
added beyond educational 
scope 


Existing 
staff


Provost


1.1.2: Embed diversity 
into curriculum.


AY 2022–2024 
By 1/1/23: Faculty and 
instructors participate in PD 
related to DEI
By 6/1/24:
Course curriculum addresses 
and reflects diversity, equity, 
and inclusion


Existing 
staff


Provost
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Goal Objective Initiative Milestone Cost Implementation 
Responsibility


1.1.3: Create additional 
graduate certificates.


AY 2022–2024 $5K of PD Provost


1.1.4: Hire and develop 
faculty & staff to support 
growing student body. 


AY 2022–2024 $140K for 
two faculty


Provost


1.2: Annual revenue 
from tuition is $1.3M  
by 2025.


1.2.1: Create targeted 
digital marketing 
campaign for specialized 
degrees and certificates.


By 2/28/21: Create targeted 
campaigns for the master’s 
program and the certificate 
program  
By 4/31/21: Migrate to 
Pardot as a segmentation 
and lead management tool
By 6/30/21: Create targeted 
campaigns for specializations  


$10K Director of 
Marketing


1.2.2: Hire student 
recruiter.


AY 2022–2024 $75K staff 
& travel


Director of 
Student Services


1.2.3: Build higher 
education partnerships.


AY 2022–2024 $5K travel Provost


1.3 : Annual revenue 
from continuing 
education is $4M  
by 2025.


1.3.1: Prototype & refine 
online learning of key 
events for educators 
& other professionals 
across global market.


By 12/31/20: Assess the 
viability of introductory 
and advanced online 
professional development 
offerings


Existing 
staff


Dean of 
Continuing 
Education


By 8/31/22: Assess the 
alignment of educational 
offerings within a targeted 
audience


Existing 
staff


Dean of 
Continuing 
Education


1.3.2: Hire director of 
technology to help build 
and integrate learning 
platforms.


By 4/1/21: Joomla, 
Wordpress platforms 
administered by the 
technology unit
By 8/31/21: Staffing plan for 
technology infrastructure


$80K VP for Admin


1.3.3: Create targeted 
digital marketing 
campaign for expanding 
customer base and 
creating network effects.


By 3/31/21: Create targeted 
campaigns
By 7/30/21: Analyze Pardot’s 
segmented lists and lead 
management functions for 
recommendations to grow 
the target audience


$30K Director of 
Marketing


1.3.4: Develop symposia 
and conferences in 
collaboration with other 
institutions.


AY 2022–2024 $20K Director of 
Marketing


1.4: Book sales  
revenue is $1.3M 
annually by 2025.


1.4.1: Consolidate and 
assess sales to increase 
efficiencies and global 
access.


By 2/28.21: Create 
streamlined Big Commerce 
and Amazon integration with 
Salesforce
By 5/31/21: Effective 
distribution network for 
books and materials


Existing 
staff


Dean of 
Continuing 
Education


1.4.2. Update licensing 
program.


By 1/1/21: Develop an 
advanced practitioner 
program
By 5/31/21: Develop 
SaferSanerSchools licensing 
program for institutions
By 8/31/21: Refine individual 
licensing program to further 
global impact







Goal Objective Initiative Milestone Cost Implementation 
Responsibility


1.4.3: Publish four new 
titles.


By 6/30/21: Bundle book 
resources for private event 
customers
By 12/30/21: Schedule 
delivery dates for 
presidential paper series and 
advanced practitioner series
By 8/31/21: 
4 new books on sale at iirp.
edu


$120K President


1.4.4. Publish and 
encourage students’ 
theses and amplify new 
thought leadership.


AY 2022–2024 $10K President


2: Deliver 
consulting 
processes valued 
for organizational 
learning and 
adaptive change.


2.1: Consulting revenue 
is $400K annually by 
2025.


2.1: Create business plan 
to develop consulting 
activities based on 
market research.


By 4/31/21: Comprehensive 
analysis of opportunities 
based on internal data and 
environmental scan
By 12/31/22: Business plan 
establishes market and 
expenses of new revenue 
stream
By 6/30/21: Webinars 
launched promoting 
consulting


$20K President


2.2: Leverage 
relationships with known 
consultants to prototype 
our services with their 
clients.


By 12/30/21: Determine the 
professional associations, 
community agencies, 
business/higher Ed 
departments or conferences 
to target for positioning 
consulting services
By 8/31/21:
Identified market to position 
consulting services 


Existing 
staff


VP for Admin


2.3: Hire Director of 
Consulting.


AY 2022–2024 100K VP for Admin


3: Create research 
initiatives that 
generate new 
knowledge and 
spur innovation.


3.1: Invest $350K during 
the next five years as 
a catalyst to generate 
new knowledge.


3.1: Assess and evaluate 
current programs and 
projects.


By 5/31/21: Create a 
standardized impact report 
and companion presentation 
(an evaluation package that 
SSS clients receive at the end 
of the SSS implementation 
period)
By 6/1/21: Create protocols 
for collecting, storing, 
analyzing, and disseminating 
evaluation data.
By 8/31/21: 
SaferSanerSchools program 
will include an evaluation 
package within its bundled 
offerings


Director of 
Research


3.2: Expand internal 
resources to better 
facilitate research within 
the IIRP.


AY 2022–2024 $200K Provost


3.3: Create proposal 
process and award two 
research grants.


AY 2022–2024 $50K Director of 
Research


3.4: Hire Director of 
Development.


AY 2022–2024 $100K VP for Admin
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IMPLEMENTATION


The IIRP has adapted a multidimensional organizational model (Ackoff, 1999). Multidimensional organizations 
assemble resources around their key outputs in order to emphasize the dynamic interactions supporting the 
mission. As new business pillars emerge, they can use resources throughout the organization for support and 
benefit from the skills and competencies of all staff.


• Unlike hierarchical organizations, oversight is achieved 
by a collective body of leaders, which can be sourced 
from the existing governing functions of the Committee 
of the Whole.


• Projects happen between units, inviting multiple 
perspectives and skills.


• We will organize into Input Units and Market Units based 
on staff’s primary functions.


• Units benefit from having one leader; units are porous so 
people can move in and out with minimal disruption.


• Staff benefit from having just one supervisor. 


Market UnitsOutput U
nits


Input
Units


EXECUTIVE


Figure 5: Multidimensional Organization (Ackoff, 1999, p. 228)


Goal Objective Initiative Milestone Cost Implementation 
Responsibility


4: Our work 
culture explicitly 
models restorative 
practices.


4.1: Develop scholarship 
and practice to support 
a diverse and vibrant 
work community.


4.1: Develop 
competencies to 
challenge bias and 
increase belonging.


By 6/30/21: Trustees, faculty, 
staff, students begin review 
of mission, vision
By 12/30/21: PLC forms to 
make recommendations  
for training, recruitment/
retention, marketing,  
student life
By 12/30/21: Faculty 
& staff develop 
competencies in anti-
bias and inclusion work


$30K VP for Admin


4.2: Develop structures 
to support inclusion 
throughout our 
workplace.


By 3/31/22: 
Administration completes 
salary studies
By 1/30/22: IIRP conducts 
baseline climate study on 
equity and inclusion
By 8/31/22: Administration 
creates an implementation 
plan based on 
recommendations from  
the PLC


$5K VP for Admin


4.3: Offer competitive 
salary and benefits to 
attract and retain talent.


AY 2022–2024 $100K CFO


4.4: Publish and promote 
organizational supports.


AY 2022–2024 Existing 
Staff


President







Executive


The Committee of the Whole (COW) is our “executive body” whose functions are:
• Serving as an executive planning body integrating plans, policies, and resources of the 


Graduate School.
• Deliberating and advising the President on setting of the future vision of the institution, its 


business pillars, and its foundation.
• Communicating with units to ensure information is shared throughout the organization so all 


faculty and staff are engaged in participatory learning and decision making.
• Approving the Strategic Plan, Assessment Plan, and other institutional policies, documents, 


and reports to ensure continual improvement.
• Reviewing and approving proposed changes to the institution’s academic program and 


policies for congruence with the institution’s mission.
• Reviewing analysis of data from annual and term reports, such as program goals reports, the 


Data Book, and institutional learning goals reports.
• Determining and periodically reviewing the IIRP’s mission, strategic plan, and performance 


of the Committee of the Whole.
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Output Units


Our three business pillars and our business foundation comprise our mission and are 
“output units.”
• Three strategic goals align our mission to our business pillars: education, consulting,


and research.
• The fourth strategic goal aligns our mission to our business foundation: living


restorative practices.
• Our strategic objectives create measures of success for our three business pillars and


business foundation.


Input Units


Input Units consist of Academic Affairs, Information Integration, Finance, and Administration.
• Input groups serve one or more Output Units — though staff might have specializations.
• Input functions have outputs that are consumed primarily by internal groups.
• Academic Affairs, Information Integration, and Administration will have their own plans,


while Finance will be embedded to support all plans.


Market Units


Market Units consist of Student Services, Communications, and Outreach Initiatives.
• Market Units serve one or more Output Units — though staff might have specializations.
• Market functions focus on serving the needs of specific populations.
• Market Units will have their own plans to support strategic objectives.







Figure 6: The IIRP’s Multidimensional Organizational Units


Board of 
Trustees


Academic 
Affairs


Information 
Integration


Finance


Administration


Education Consulting Research


Student 
Services


Communications


Outreach


Input 
Functions


Market 
Functions


Living Restorative Practices


President


Committee 
of the Whole


Responsibility for this plan is distributed 
among functional units to focus not just on 
actions, but interactions. Faculty and staff 
make tactical decisions in support of this 
multifaceted plan. Using RACI methodology 
(Anderson et al., 1994), we define the project 
roles as who is responsible, accountable, 
consulted, and informed. This tool aims to 
clarify decision making and generate cross-
functional collaboration. 


Monthly COW meetings ensure integration 
of initiatives. The Biannual Budget, Planning, 
and Assessment Day meeting brings faculty 
and staff together to evaluate progress, share Figure 7: RACI Project Management Chart
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feedback, and continue to explore new opportunities. To foster a culture of assessment and encourage continual 
improvements, leaders will submit unit progress reports following the Fall and Spring terms and a cumulative 
annual report following the Summer term. Annual reports are shared with the Assessment Committee. The 
Assessment Committee will prepare an annual report of Academic and Administrative Outcomes to be presented 
to the trustees.


REFERENCES CITED


Ackoff, R. L. (1999). Re-creating the corporation: A design of organizations for the 21st century. Oxford University Press.


Anderson, E. S., Grude, K. V., Haug, T., & Gibbons, T. K. (1994). Project culture. In Goal directed project 
management (pp. 177–201). Kogan, Page, Coopers & Lybrand.
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Self-Study Report Template 


This is the template for our final Self-Study Report. Each Working Group can use a copy of this 
document as a guide or template for their Working Group report. The Steering Committee will 
then combine the separate Working Group reports into the final Self-Study Report. The process 
of creating the Self-Study Report will go more smoothly if each Working Group utilizes writing 
conventions and the pre-defined Styles Pane formatting developed by the Steering Committee. 


Using the Styles Pane in the Self-Study Report 


The style is a combination of APA standards and best practices for accessibility and 
usability. 


• Body Text (in the Styles Pane) is for the “regular paragraphs” in your document. It is 12-
point, Times New Roman, single-space, left justified. Paragraphs are NOT indented.  


• The Styles Pane already has everything you need to properly format this document. 


• APA 7th edition formatting should be used for in-text citations and references. See the 
IIRP’s APA Writing Guide, the Library’s APA resources page, or apastyle.org for details.  


Any text in this document that appears in red is to highlight specific information for authors.  
Your final document should NOT have red text! 


The Styles Pane 


It's easiest to use Styles Panes when viewing alphabetized options -- either Styles in Current 
Document or Styles in Use 


 


Headings should be “nested” – so Heading 1 provides an “umbrella” for Heading 2, which may 
in turn contain Heading 3. 



https://www.iirp.edu/images/IIRP-APAWritingGuide2020January-Final.pdf

https://www.iirp.edu/library/apa-writing-guidelines-help

https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/
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Heading 1 – Times New Roman, centered, 12-point, 24 pt above, 12 pt below 


Heading 2 – TNR, left, 12-point, 18 pt above, 12 pt below 


Heading 3 (TNR, 12-point, left, 12 pt above, 12 pt below) 


Heading 3 – Figure. This looks EXACTLY like Heading 3 but allows Word to correctly identify 
Figure titles to easily make a table of contents just for figures. See an example in the Figure 
below. 


Heading 3 – Table. This looks EXACTLY like Heading 3 but allows Word to correctly identify 
Table titles to easily make a table of contents just for tables. See an example in the Table below. 


Heading 4. TNR, 12-point, left, 12 pt above, followed by a period. The paragraph starts on the 
same line. 


Body Text – Times New Roman, 12-point, 12 pt above, 12 pt below, single space. Most of your 
document will be Body Text. 


Body Text 2 (TNR, left, 10 point, 6 pt above, 6 pt below). This is used for notes below tables or figures, separate 
from main body text. See the table below for an example. 


Block Text is for quotes of 40 or more words. Refer to APA rules for details 
about block text quotes. 


1. List Number – TNR, 12-point, 12 pt above, single space 


a. List Number 2 – TNR, 11-point, 6 pt above, single space 


• List Bullet – TNR, 12-point, 12 pt above, single space 


o List Bullet 2 – TNR, 11-point, 6 pt above, single space 


General Rules 


• One space after a period. 


• Oxford comma (First, second, and third item – not First, second and third item). 


• Avoid underlines in regular text – underlines are strictly to indicate navigation/hyperlinks. 


• Headings are in Title Case for APA: 
Title Capitalization Tool - Capitalize My Title - Title Case Tool  



https://capitalizemytitle.com/
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Working with Figures 


Label the Figure according to the format shown below. A Figure is any image, diagram, picture, 
etc. that is not a Table. If your figure needs a border, as this one did, go to Format Picture and 
add a black line around it.  


Alt Text 


Figures require alt text (alternate text) with a rich description, so it is accessible to people with 
vision issues who use a screen reader. Screen readers cannot “read” an image, so the alt text 
“translates” the image into words. 


• Control/Right-Click the image below to view the alt text. 


• If an image is decorative or the content is described in the document’s text, so the image 
is not strictly needed to understand the content of the document, then mark the image as 
decorative in the alt text window. 


• Information about writing alt text 


Figure 1: IIRP Basic Concepts 


 


The style for the title of the table is Heading 3 – Figure. 



https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/everything-you-need-to-know-to-write-effective-alt-text-df98f884-ca3d-456c-807b-1a1fa82f5dc2
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Working with Tables 


Feel free to copy and paste the tables below. Label the table according to the format shown in the 
following examples. Adjustments to tables are made by clicking on the table, then going to the 
top of the screen to select either Table Design or Layout, both of which appear on the right side 
of the File, Home, Insert menu. (You need to click on the table in order to see those items in the 
menu.) 


• Header Row is TNR, 12-point, Bold, Centered (Styles Pane > Table Heading) 


• Other Cells are TNR, 11-point 


• Left-Align for words (Styles Pane > Table Text Left) 


• Right-Align for numbers (Styles Pane > Table Text Right) 


• Do not merge cells or place a table within a table. 


• No empty cells 


• Do not use an image/screen shot as a table. To be accessible, the table must use actual 
text. Create a new table and enter the information manually if it cannot be copied and 
pasted into your document. 


• Repeat Header Row across pages 


• Table Accessibility in Word 


Access this formatting page by right-clicking on the table or selecting the table and going to 
Table Layout at the top of the screen > Table Properties > Row 


 


 



https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/video-create-accessible-tables-in-word-cb464015-59dc-46a0-ac01-6217c62210e5
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Table 2: Unduplicated Headcount, Trend Data AY 2016-2017 – AY 2021-2022 


Academic Year 
Unduplicated 


Headcount 


AY 2016-2017 191 


AY 2017-2018 222 


AY 2018-2019 255 


AY 2019-2020 277 


AY 2020-2021 291 


AY 2021-2022 286 


The style for the title of the table is Heading 3 – Table. 


This clarifying text written below the table is Body Text 2. 


 


Table 11: Steering Committee Membership 


Name Title Relevant Position of 
Responsibility 


Gina Baral Abrams, 
Dr.P.H. 


Director of Research and Program 
Evaluation and Associate 
Professor 


Self-Study Co-Chair 


Craig Adamson, Ph.D. Provost Past Self-Study Co-Chair 


Melissa Ash, M.S. Associate Dean of Administration Accreditation Liaison Officer 


Koury Cook, M.S. Director of Organizational 
Development 


Working Group 2 Chair 


John Glasgow, M.B.A. Director of Technology Working Group 6 Chair 


Mary Jo Hebling, M.S. Dean of Continuing Education 
and Lecturer 


Working Group 3 Chair 


Jamie Kaintz, M.S. Dean of Student Services Self-Study Co-Chair 


Paul Leese, M.B.A. Vice President for Strategy 
and Communications 


Working Group 7 Chair 


Jamie Kaintz, M.S. Dean of Student Services Self-Study Co-Chair 
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Note that words in the body of a table are left-aligned.  


Because this table crossed over to a second page, the header row was automatically repeated because of the settings 
indicated above. 


Again, the “footnotes” for the table are in Body Text 2. 


 


The Template for the Self-Study Report starts on the following page. 


Working Groups should download a copy of this document to use as their own template and 
reference. 


Each section of the Self-Study Report will be expanded with all the information in the Working 
Group reports and other documents. 


You’ll see Latin text used as placeholders. Tibi gratias ago pro subsidio tuo! 


  


Name Title Relevant Position of 
Responsibility 


Pam Thompson, 
M.R.P.Y.C. 


Lecturer Working Group 1 Chair 


Courtney Tobin, M.A. Senior Institutional Analyst Working Group 5 Chair 


Kristen Webber, M.A.T. Advisor for Student Enrollment   Working Group 4 Chair 
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To update the pages in the Table of Contents, right-click anywhere in the Table of Contents, 
select Update Field, then select Update Entire Table (if adding new sections or headings) or 
Update Page Numbers Only, and click OK.  


The TOC will be generated using the style tags from the template that you apply to your section 
labels and headings; page numbers will be updated automatically if text is added, deleted, or 
moved. 


 


Read more about creating Tables of Contents in Word. 


 
  



https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/insert-a-table-of-contents-882e8564-0edb-435e-84b5-1d8552ccf0c0
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Executive Summary 


The text of the Executive Summary begins here. 
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Certification Eligibility Statement 


(This is a placeholder page for the PDF document) 
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Introduction 


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Vivamus arcu felis bibendum ut tristique et. Mauris ultrices eros 
in cursus turpis massa tincidunt. Ultricies mi quis hendrerit dolor. Arcu odio ut sem nulla 
pharetra diam sit amet nisl.  


A arcu cursus vitae congue mauris rhoncus aenean vel. Auctor augue mauris augue neque 
gravida. Eget lorem dolor sed viverra ipsum nunc aliquet bibendum enim. Aliquam sem et tortor 
consequat id porta nibh venenatis cras. Dui faucibus in ornare quam viverra orci sagittis eu 
volutpat. 


Standard I: Mission and Goals 


Quam lacus suspendisse faucibus interdum posuere. Scelerisque mauris pellentesque pulvinar 
pellentesque habitant. Massa sed elementum tempus egestas sed sed risus pretium quam. Dui 
nunc mattis enim ut tellus elementum sagittis. Non quam lacus suspendisse faucibus interdum. 
Dignissim convallis aenean et tortor at risus viverra adipiscing. Imperdiet sed euismod nisi porta. 
Eget mi proin sed libero enim sed. Velit aliquet sagittis id consectetur purus ut faucibus pulvinar 
elementum. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consectetur adipiscing elit duis tristique.  


Standard II: Ethics and Integrity 


Tellus in metus vulputate eu scelerisque. Phasellus vestibulum lorem sed risus ultricies. Id ornare 
arcu odio ut sem nulla. Lobortis feugiat vivamus at augue eget arcu dictum varius duis. In ornare 
quam viverra orci sagittis eu. Neque ornare aenean euismod elementum nisi quis eleifend. Nulla 
malesuada pellentesque elit eget. Tellus cras adipiscing enim eu turpis egestas pretium aenean 
pharetra. Tincidunt dui ut ornare lectus sit. Sed vulputate odio ut enim. Gravida cum sociis 
natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes.  


Standard III: Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience 


Sed egestas egestas fringilla phasellus faucibus. Convallis a cras semper auctor neque vitae 
tempus. Arcu cursus euismod quis viverra nibh cras pulvinar. Malesuada fames ac turpis egestas 
maecenas pharetra convallis posuere morbi.  


Neque viverra justo nec ultrices dui sapien eget. Lacus luctus accumsan tortor posuere ac ut 
consequat. Augue eget arcu dictum varius duis at. Viverra orci sagittis eu volutpat. Leo a diam 
sollicitudin tempor id eu nisl. Egestas pretium aenean pharetra magna. 


Standard IV: Support of the Student Learning Experience 


Id diam maecenas ultricies mi eget mauris pharetra. Sed faucibus turpis in eu mi. A diam 
sollicitudin tempor id eu nisl. Diam quam nulla porttitor massa id neque aliquam. Integer enim 
neque volutpat ac tincidunt. Commodo odio aenean sed adipiscing diam donec adipiscing. 
Semper feugiat nibh sed pulvinar proin gravida. Porttitor eget dolor morbi non arcu. Et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis.  


Standard V: Educational Effectiveness Assessment 
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Metus aliquam eleifend mi in nulla. Laoreet suspendisse interdum consectetur libero id faucibus 
nisl. Congue mauris rhoncus aenean vel elit scelerisque mauris. Sed id semper risus in hendrerit 
gravida rutrum. Vel turpis nunc eget lorem dolor. Aliquam sem fringilla ut morbi tincidunt. Urna 
et pharetra pharetra massa massa ultricies. Augue interdum velit euismod in pellentesque massa 
placerat duis ultricies. Interdum posuere lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consectetur. Urna neque 
viverra justo nec ultrices dui sapien eget. Vel risus commodo viverra maecenas accumsan lacus 
vel facilisis volutpat. 


Standard VI: Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement 


Amet venenatis urna cursus eget nunc scelerisque viverra. Mauris pharetra et ultrices neque. Eu 
augue ut lectus arcu. Gravida neque convallis a cras semper auctor. Ut porttitor leo a diam 
sollicitudin. In egestas erat imperdiet sed euismod nisi porta. Turpis massa tincidunt dui ut ornare 
lectus. Elementum facilisis leo vel fringilla.  


Ut sem nulla pharetra diam sit amet nisl suscipit adipiscing. Egestas integer eget aliquet nibh 
praesent tristique. Nisi vitae suscipit tellus mauris a diam maecenas. Pellentesque habitant morbi 
tristique senectus et netus. 


Standard VII: Governance, Leadership, and Administration 


Vitae aliquet nec ullamcorper sit amet risus. Malesuada fames ac turpis egestas maecenas 
pharetra convallis posuere morbi. Tempus imperdiet nulla malesuada pellentesque. Vitae suscipit 
tellus mauris a diam maecenas sed enim.  


Sed nisi lacus sed viverra. Nisi porta lorem mollis aliquam ut porttitor leo a. Nunc vel risus 
commodo viverra maecenas. Pulvinar pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et. 
Nulla facilisi cras fermentum odio. Malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. A cras semper auctor 
neque vitae tempus quam pellentesque nec. Nunc congue nisi vitae suscipit. 


Conclusions 


Ultricies integer quis auctor elit sed vulputate mi sit. Senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac 
turpis. Non arcu risus quis varius quam quisque id diam. Nec sagittis aliquam malesuada 
bibendum arcu vitae elementum curabitur. Mi eget mauris pharetra et ultrices. Augue ut lectus 
arcu bibendum at varius vel pharetra. Et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas integer eget aliquet. 
Laoreet sit amet cursus sit amet dictum sit amet. Morbi tincidunt augue interdum velit euismod 
in. Erat imperdiet sed euismod nisi porta lorem mollis.  


Pretium viverra suspendisse potenti nullam ac. Arcu felis bibendum ut tristique et egestas. 
Cursus eget nunc scelerisque viverra mauris.Porttitor leo a diam sollicitudin tempor id. Congue 
eu consequat ac felis donec et odio. Sit amet porttitor eget dolor morbi non arcu risus quis. 
Donec enim diam vulputate ut pharetra sit amet. Maecenas accumsan lacus vel facilisis volutpat 
est velit egestas. Commodo nulla facilisi nullam vehicula ipsum a arcu cursus. P 


ellentesque pulvinar pellentesque habitant morbi tristique. Enim sit amet venenatis urna. 
Phasellus faucibus scelerisque eleifend donec pretium. Et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis 
egestas maecenas pharetra. Dignissim enim sit amet venenatis urna cursus eget nunc scelerisque. 
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Non diam phasellus vestibulum lorem sed risus. Vivamus arcu felis bibendum ut tristique et 
egestas. 
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Appendix D: Sample Data Points for Evidence Inventory 


STANDARD I: Mission and Goals 


The institution’s mission defines its purpose within the context of higher education, the students it serves, and what it intends to 
accomplish. The institution’s stated goals are clearly linked to its mission and specify how the institution fulfills its mission. 


Standard I Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1. Clearly defined mission and goals that: 
a. are developed through appropriate collaborative participation by all who facilitate or are 


otherwise responsible for institutional development and improvement; 
b. address external as well as internal contexts and constituencies; 
c. are approved and supported by the governing body; 
d. guide faculty, administration, staff, and governing structures in making decisions related to 


planning, resource allocation, program and curriculum development, and the definition of 
institutional and educational outcomes; 


e. include support of scholarly inquiry and creative activity, at all levels and of the type 
appropriate to the institution; 


f. are publicized and widely known by the institution’s internal stakeholders; 
g. are periodically evaluated. 


COW minutes, Trustee 
minutes 


2. Institutional goals are realistic, appropriate to higher education and consistent with mission. Comprehensive Assessment 
Plan 


3. Institutional goals focus on student learning and related outcomes and on institutional improvement; 
are supported by administrative, educational, and student support programs and services; and are 
consistent with institutional mission. 


Institutional Learning Goals 
Report 


4. Periodic assessment of mission and goals to ensure that they are relevant and achievable. COW minutes, Trustee 
minutes  
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STANDARD II: Ethics and Integrity 


Ethics and integrity are central, indispensable, and defining hallmarks of effective higher education institutions. In all activities, 
whether internal or external, an institution must be faithful to its mission, honor its contracts and commitments, adhere to its policies, 
and represent itself truthfully. 


Standard II Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1.  Commitment to academic freedom, intellectual freedom, freedom of expression, and respect for 
intellectual property rights. 


Academic Freedom policy 


2.  A climate that fosters respect among students, faculty, staff, and administration from a range of 
diverse backgrounds, ideas, and perspectives. 


Course evaluations, Basic 
Concepts, Climate Survey, 
Reciprocal Roles and 
Responsibilities 


3.  A grievance policy that is documented and disseminated to address complaints or grievances raised 
by students, faculty, or staff. The institution’s policies and procedures are fair and impartial, and 
assure that grievances are addressed promptly, appropriately, and equitably. 


Grievance Policy 


4.  The avoidance of conflict of interest or the appearance of such conflict in all activities and among 
all constituents. 


Conflict of Interest Policy 


5.  Fair and impartial practices in the hiring, evaluation, promotion, discipline, and separation of 
employees. 


EEO, Nondiscrimination 
Statement, ADA, Organizational 
Handbook 


6.  Honesty and truthfulness in public relations announcements, advertisements, recruiting and 
admissions materials and practices, as well as in internal communications. 


Business Integrity Policy, 
examples of website, newsletter 
emails 


7. As appropriate to mission, services or programs in place: 
a. to promote affordability and accessibility, and; 


Transparent Tuition, cost of 
Attendance web page 
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Standard II Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


b. to enable students to understand funding sources and options, value received for cost, and 
methods to make informed decisions about incurring debt. 


8. Compliance with all applicable federal, state, and Commission reporting policies, regulations, and 
requirements to include reporting regarding: 


a. The full disclosure of information on institution-wide assessments, graduation, retention, 
certification and licensure or licensing board pass rates; 


b. The institution's compliance with the Commission's Requirements of Affiliation; 
c. Substantive changes affecting institutional mission, goals, programs, operations, sites, and 


other material issues which must be disclosed in a timely and accurate fashion; 
d. The institution's compliance with the Commission's policies. 


IIRP Factbook, HEOA Page 


9. Periodic assessment of ethics and integrity as evidenced in institutional policies, processes, practices, 
and the manner in which these are implemented. 


Self-Evaluation Forms, COW 
Minutes, Trustee minutes 


 


STANDARD III: Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience 


An institution provides students with learning experiences that are characterized by rigor and coherence of all program, certificate, and 
degree levels, regardless of instructional modality. All learning experiences, regardless of modality, program pace/schedule, level, and 
setting are consistent with higher education expectations. 


Standard III Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1.  Certificate, undergraduate, graduate and/or professional programs leading to a degree or other 
recognized higher education credential, designed to foster a coherent student learning experience 
and to promote synthesis of learning. 


Academic Catalog, course syllabi, 
course maps 


2. Student learning experiences that are: Faculty CVs, faculty publications, 
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Standard III Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


a. designed, delivered, and assessed by faculty (full-time or part-time) and /or other appropriate 
professionals who are rigorous and effective in teaching, assessment of student learning, 
scholarly inquiry, and service, as appropriate to the institution's mission, goals, and policies; 


b. designed, delivered, and assessed by faculty (full-time or part-time) and /or other appropriate 
professionals who are qualified for the positions they hold and the work they do; 


c. designed, delivered, and assessed by faculty (full-time or part-time) and /or other appropriate 
professionals who are sufficient in number; 


d. designed, delivered, and assessed by faculty (full-time or part-time) and /or other appropriate 
professionals who are provided with and utilize sufficient opportunities, resources, and 
support for professional growth and innovation; 


e. designed, delivered, and assessed by faculty (full-time or part-time) and /or other appropriate 
professionals who are reviewed regularly and equitably based on written, disseminated, clear, 
and fair criteria, expectations, policies, and procedures. 


course maps, syllabi, faculty 
meeting minutes, Data Book 


 


3.   Academic programs of study that are clearly and accurately described in official publications of the 
institution in a way that students are able to understand and follow degree and program 
requirements and expected time to completion. 


Academic Catalog 


4.   Sufficient learning opportunities and resources to support both the institution's programs of study 
and students' academic progress. 


Course schedule, course maps 


5.   At institutions that offer undergraduate education: A general education program, free standing or 
integrated into academic disciplines, that: 


a. offers a sufficient scope to draw students into new areas of intellectual experience, expanding 
their cultural and global awareness and cultural sensitivity, and preparing them to make well-
reasoned judgments outside as well as within their academic field; 


b. offers a curriculum designed so that students acquire and demonstrate essential skills including 
at least oral and written communication, scientific and quantitative reasoning, critical analysis 
and reasoning, technological competency, and information literacy. Consistent with mission, 
the general education program also includes the study of values, ethics, and diverse 
perspectives; 


N/A 
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Standard III Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


In non-US institutions that do not include general education, provides evidence that students can 
demonstrate general education skills. 


6.   In institutions that offer graduate and professional education, opportunities for the 
development of research, scholarship, and independent thinking, provided by faculty  
and/or other professionals with credentials appropriate to graduate-level curricula. 


Thesis option 


7.   Adequate and appropriate institutional review and approval of any student learning 
opportunities designed, delivered, or assessed by third party providers. 


Adjunct faculty annual 
evaluations, course 
improvement forms, program 
goals, curriculum, and syllabi 


8.   Periodic assessment of the programs providing student learning opportunities. Faculty minutes, Assessment 
Committee minutes 


 


STANDARD IV: Support of the Student Experience 


Across all educational experiences, settings, levels, and instructional modalities, the institution recruits and admits students whose 
interests, abilities, experiences, and goals are congruent with its mission and educational offerings. The institution commits to student 
retention, persistence, completion, and success through a coherent and effective support system sustained by qualified professionals, 
which enhances the quality of the learning environment, contributes to the educational experience, and fosters student success. 


Standard IV Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1.   Clearly stated, ethical policies and processes to admit, retain, and facilitate the success of 
students whose interests, abilities, experiences, and goals provide a reasonable expectation 
for success and are compatible with institutional mission, including:  


Academic Catalog 
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Standard IV Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


a. accurate and comprehensive information regarding expenses, financial aid, 
scholarships, grants, loans, repayment, and refunds; 


b. a process by which students who are not adequately prepared for the study at the level 
for which they have been admitted are identified, placed, and supported in attaining 
appropriate educational goals; 


c. orientation, advisement, and counseling programs to enhance retention and guide 
students throughout their educational experience; 


d. processes designed to enhance the successful achievement of students' educational 
goals including certificate and degree completion, transfer to other institutions, and 
post-completion placement. 


2.   Policies and procedures regarding evaluation and acceptance of transfer credits, and credits 
awarded through experiential learning, prior non-academic learning, competency-based 
assessment, and other alternative learning approaches. 


Academic Catalog, 
Institutional Policies 


3.   Policies and procedures for the safe and secure maintenance and appropriate release of 
student information and records. 


Academic Catalog, Data 
Privacy Policy, Document 
Retention Policy, Identity 
Theft Committee minutes 


4.   If offered, athletics, student life, and other extracurricular activities are regulated by the 
same academic, fiscal, and administrative principles and procedures that govern all other 
programs. 


N/A 


5.  If applicable, adequate and appropriate institutional review and approval of student support 
services, designed, delivered, or assessed by third-party providers. 


N/A 


6.  Periodic assessment of the effectiveness of programs supporting the student experience. Course Improvement Forms, 
Institutional Student Surveys 
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STANDARD V: Educational Effectiveness Assessment 


Assessment of student learning demonstrates that the institution’s students have accomplished educational goals consistent with their 
programs of study, degree level, the institution’s mission, and appropriate expectations for institutions of higher education. 


Standard V Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1.   Clearly stated student learning outcomes, at the institution and degree/program levels, 
which are interrelated with one another, with relevant educational experiences, and with the 
institution’s mission. 


Academic Catalog, 
Institutional Learning Goals, 
Program Goals, Course 
Objectives, 
RP 699 Mission Statement 
Rubric 


2.   Organized and systematic assessments, conducted by faculty and/or appropriate 
professionals, evaluating the extent of student achievement of institutional and 
degree/program goals. Institutions should: 


a. define meaningful curricular goals with defensible standards for evaluating whether 
students are achieving those goals; 


b. articulate how they prepare students in a manner consistent with their missions for 
successful careers, meaningful lives, and, where appropriate, further education. 
They should collect and provide data on the extent to which they are meeting these 
goals;  


c. support and sustain assessment of student achievement and communicate the results 
of this assessment to stakeholders. 


Learning matrices, 
Course Improvement 
Forms, Faculty 
minutes 


3.   Consideration and use of assessment results for the improvement of educational 
effectiveness. Consistent with the institution’s mission, such uses include some 
combination of the following: 


a. assisting students in improving their learning; 
b. improving pedagogy and curriculum; 
c. reviewing and revising academic programs and support services; 


Faculty minutes, COW 
minutes, Assessment 
Committee minutes 
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Standard V Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


d. planning, conducting, and supporting a range of professional development activities; 
e. planning and budgeting for the provision of academic programs and services; 
f. informing appropriate constituents about the institution and its programs; 
g. improving key indicators of student success, such as retention, graduation, 


transfer, and placement rates*; and, 
h. implementing other processes and procedures designed to improve educational 


programs and services. 
*Required 


4.    If applicable, adequate and appropriate institutional review and approval of assessment 
services designed, delivered, or assessed by third party providers. 


N/A 


5.    Periodic evaluation of the assessment processes utilized by the institution for the 
improvement of educational effectiveness. 


COW minutes, ULU report, 
Unified Annual and Term 
Strategic Plan Reports, 
Comprehensive Assessment 
Plan 
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STANDARD VI: Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement 


The institution's planning processes, resources, and structures are aligned with each other and are sufficient to fulfill its mission and 
goals, to continuously assess and improve its programs and services, and to respond effectively to opportunities and challenges. 


Standard VI Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1.   Institutional objectives, both institution-wide and for individual units, that are clearly 
stated, assessed appropriately, linked to mission and goal achievement, reflect 
conclusions drawn from assessment results, and are used for planning and resource 
allocation. 


Annual unit reports; unified 
report (Strategic Plan), Unified 
Annual and Term Strategic 
Plan Reports 


2.   Clearly documented and communicated planning and improvement processes that provide 
for constituent participation and incorporate the use of assessment results. 


Bi-Annual Budget meeting 
minutes 


3.   A financial planning and budgeting process that is aligned with the institution’s mission 
and goals, evidence-based, and clearly linked to the institution’s and units’ strategic 
plans/objectives.  


Bi-Annual Budget meeting 
minutes, Board of Trustee 
minutes 


4.   Fiscal and human resources as well as the physical and technical infrastructure are 
adequate to support the institution's operations wherever and however programs are 
delivered. 


Organizational chart, staffing 
plan, annual budget, 
Institutional Student Surveys 


5.   Clear assignment of responsibility and accountability. Organizational chart, job 
descriptions 


6.   Comprehensive planning for facilities, infrastructure, and technology that includes 
consideration of sustainability and deferred maintenance and is linked to the institution's 
strategic and financial planning processes. 


Strategic Plan, Information 
Integration Unit Report 


7.   An annual independent audit confirming financial viability with evidence of follow-up on 
any concerns cited in the audit's accompanying management letter. 


Financial audits, Trustee 
minutes 
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Standard VI Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


8.   Strategies to measure and assess the adequacy and efficient utilization of institutional 
resources required to support the institution's mission and goals. 


COW minutes; Biannual 
Planning, Budgeting, and 
Assessment Day minutes; 
Strategic Plan 


9.   Periodic assessment of the effectiveness of planning, resource allocation, institutional 
renewal processes, and availability of resources. 


Bi-Annual Budget meeting 
minutes, Academic and 
Administrative Outcomes 
Report, COW minutes 


STANDARD VII: Governance, Leadership, and Administration 


The institution is governed and administered in a manner that allows it to realize its stated mission and goals in a way that effectively 
benefits the institution, its students, and the other constituencies it serves. Even when supported by or affiliated with governmental, 
corporate, religious, educational system, or other unaccredited organizations, the institution has education as its primary purposed, and 
it operates as an academic institution with appropriate autonomy. 


Standard VII Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


1.  A clearly articulated and transparent governance structure that outlines its roles, 
responsibilities and accountability for decision making by each constituency, including 
governing body, administration, faculty, staff, and students. 


Governance Policy, 
Organizational Chart, 
Bylaws, Faculty Rank policy, 
Multi-Dimensional 
Organizational Chart 


2.  A Chief Executive Officer who: 
a. is appointed by, evaluated by, and reports to the governing body and shall not chair 


the governing body; 


Bylaws, Organizational 
Chart, President’s CV, CVs 
of all officers, unit leaders 
and directors, Presidential 
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Standard VII Criteria Sample Documents, 
Processes, and Procedures 


b. has appropriate credentials and professional experience consistent with the mission 
of the organization; 


c. has the authority and autonomy required to fulfill the responsibilities of the 
position, including developing and implementing institutional plans, staffing the 
organization, identifying and allocating resources, and directing the institution 
toward attaining the goals and objectives set forth in its mission; 


d. has the assistance of qualified administrators, sufficient in number, to enable the 
Chief Executive Officer to discharge his/her duties effectively; and is responsible 
for establishing procedures for assessing the organization's efficiency and 
effectiveness. 


Search 2022 records 


3.  An administration possessing or demonstrating: 
a. an organizational structure that is clearly defined and that clearly defines reporting 


relationships; 
b. an appropriate size and with relevant experience to assist the Chief Executive 


Officer in fulfilling his/her roles and responsibilities; 
c. members with credentials and professional experience consistent with the mission of 


the organization and their functional roles; 
d. skills, time, assistance, technology, and information systems expertise required to 


perform their duties; 
e. regular engagement with faculty and student in advancing the institution’s goals and 


objectives; 
f. systematic procedures for evaluating administrative units and for using assessment 


data to enhance operations. 


CVs of all officers, unit 
leaders and directors, COW 
minutes 
 


4.  Periodic assessment of the effectiveness of governance, leadership, and administration. COW minutes, Trustee 
minutes 
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